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    The development of bit patterned media (BPM) has become one of the necessary 
requirements to meet the ever-growing demand for ultra-high recording densities of 
up to 50Tbit/in2 by theoretical predictions. Co/Pd multilayer, which demonstrates 
high perpendicular magnetic anisotropy with good squareness is one of the most 
favorable magnetic materials for BPM. However, the patterning process results in a 
modification of the magnetic and structural properties, including both bit size 
distribution itself and a slight inhomogeneity in material, causing a broadening of the 
switching field distribution (SFD). Therefore, one of the critical issues for BPM in 
ultra-high recoding density is that the SFD needs to be narrow enough to secure exact 
addressability of individual predefined bits without overwriting adjacent bits.  
    The motivation for this work is rooted in understanding of the magnetic physics 
in bit patterned media, including the specifics of magnetization reversal and the 
source of SFD in BPM arrays. Based on the detailed investigation, the contribution of 
this work is summarized below: 
(1) [Co3/Pd8]10 multilayer with large out-of-plane anisotropy is fabricated by dc 
magnetron sputtering on a thermally oxidized Si substrate. The patterned dots are 
successfully generated using high resolution electron beam lithography.  
(2) Successful observed magnetization reversal of individual Co/Pd islands through 
magnetic force microscope. Based on MFM observation, the magnetization of the 
patterned area is calculated by counting islands switched or not at different 
magnetic fields.  
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(3) Successful calculations of the demagnetization, intrinsic switching field 
distribution and macroscopic switching field distribution are used to verify if 
dipole-dipole interactions make contribution to the SFD broadening . The intrinsic 
SFD is obtained from ∆H (M, ∆M) method by removing dipole-dipole interactions. 
Macroscopic SFD is calculated based on the  intrinsic SFD. Dipole-dipole 
interactions cause a significant SFD broadening (2σ) from 1.2 to 2.0 kOe.  
(4) The range of single domain island size, demagnetization effect, dipole-dipole 
interactions and switching field distribution (SFD) for Co/Pd based bit patterned 
media are also quantitatively studied by LLG simulation. Optimized patterned 
structure by calculation with a minimized SFD and maximized data storage 
densities is found to have an island size of 10 nm and islands separation of 20 nm. 
The calculated ratio of SFD/Hc (Hc: the coercivity) is 9.2%, which is below the 
threshold of 10% for 1Tb/in2 pattern media. 
(5) Temperature effect and angle dependence of critical fields (Hcr) and switching 
field distribution (SFD) are studied by both experimental and simulation. The 
relative SFD (SFD/Hcr) is constant with temperature. Although critical fields and 
absolute SFD vary with angles, relative SFD is independent of the field angle.  
(6) Configurable domain structures of Co/Pd islands via dipole-dipole interactions 
are investigated by both experiment and micromagnetic simulation. Two possible 
application, “multi-states bit patterned medium” and "programmable associative 
memory " are proposed.  
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(7) A systematic investigation of magnetic switching behavior of CoCrPt based 
capped media is performed by varying the thickness of the capped layer from 0 to 
9nm. The investigation of reduced intrinsic SFD/Hc and increased hysteresis loop 
slope at coercivity, suggests that improvement of absolute switching field 
distribution (SFD) is caused by both strong intergranular exchange coupling and 
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In this introduction, the technologies associated with perpendicular recording 
media are reviewed. A brief background of magnetic recording and the challenges 
faced by longitudinal recording technology are presented first, followed by the 
discussions on the functions of various layers in the perpendicular recording media. 
Critical issues in perpendicular recording media is also discussed. At the end of this 
introduction, motivations and objectives of this thesis is outlined in order to improve 
recording density of recent perpendicular recording media.  
1.1 A brief background of magnetic recording 
For more than five decades, the primary storage device for computers has been 
the hard disk drive (HDD). MP3 players, video recorders, video cameras, game 
consoles and many other devices are using HDDs to store information.1, 2 There was 
tremendous growth in the areal density of HDDs in the late 1990s, at times reaching 
100% per year. By introducing perpendicular recording technology in 2005, the 
recording density had reached its limit @ ~700 Gbit/in2, as HDD industry roadmap 
shown in Fig. 1.1. 




Fig. 1.1 HDD Industry Roadmap (adopted from Seagate Technology3). 
 
A magnetic recording device would have the following key components: a 
recording medium used to store information, a head pole to be used for writing 
information by producing localized magnetic fields, and a read sensor used for 
reading information by converting the magnetic field from the media to electrical 
signals.4-6 The components of a HDD is shown in Fig. 1.2.  
 
Fig. 1.2 Components of a Hard Disk Drive (adopted from Seagate Technology3). 
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When a writer move on the disk, it can generate a sufficient high magnetic field 
to reverse the magnetization of grains on the media. The localized area of the media 
can be switched to one of the two fixed directions. Each of the localized areas can be 
considered as one bit with partially exchange-coupled magnetic grains. A transition or 
continuous magnetization between two bits corresponds to a "1" or "0", respectively, 
as bit cell in a conventional multigrain media shown in Fig. 1.3. When the write head 
moves away, the remanent states can be read by the read sensor. This process is called 
information recording.  
 
Fig. 1.3 structures of conventional multigrain media (adopted from Hitachi Global 
Storage7). 
 
1.2 Transition from longitudinal recording to perpendicular recording 
For decades, the hard drive industry has focused almost exclusively on a method 
called longitudinal magnetic recording to record data on hard disk. However, 
longitudinal recording is approaching its areal density limits. Areal growth rate of 
areal density on HDD has been slowing due to some architectural issues.8 In 
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longitudinal recording media, bit transitions are written by the fringing fields. In 
perpendicular recording, the media is directly in the magnetic circuit. In this way, the 
recording medium now lies within the write gap. This resulting perpendicular write 
fields could be up to twice the field than that of longitudinal write fields. In principle, 
this structure allows larger fields to be applied and sharper field gradients. The 
comparison of longitudinal recording and perpendicular recording is illustrated in Fig. 
1.4. 
 
Fig. 1.4 Overview of the longitudinal magnetic recording system and perpendicular 
magnetic recording system with a soft underlayer (adopted from Hitachi Global 
Storage9). 
 
The basic principle for longitudinal and perpendicular recording techniques is 
nearly the same. When the write head pole moves on the top of the media, it leaves 
behind a magnetization pattern. In longitudinal recording, the magnetization pattern is 
"left" or "right". For perpendicular recording, this magnetization pattern is either "up" 
or "down". The material used in perpendicular recording is usually hard magnetic 
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film with easy axis perpendicular to the film plane, while the material used in 
longitudinal recording is always magnetic film with easy axis in plane. The 
demagnetization field in the perpendicular media is small at the transition region. 
This allows sharp magnetization transition and improves thermal stability of high 
density media. One obvious difference between perpendicular recording and 
longitudinal recording is that a magnetically soft underlayer (SUL) is required in 
perpendicular recording to achieve an efficient writing process.10-14 The introducing 
of SUL in perpendicular recording media provides higher write field, allows 
applications of media of higher anisotropy constant and switching field. If materials 
with higher anisotropy constant can be used as the recording media, smaller grains 
can be used as a recording medium to store information and therefore higher linear 
density could be achieved. Besides, the amplitude of read-back signal from 
perpendicular medium with soft underlayer is larger when compared to an equivalent 
longitudinal medium which can improve signal-to-noise ratio. Thus, SUL is a 
significant part of perpendicular recording technology. The SUL belongs physically to 
the medium and magnetically to the head, as shown in Fig. 1.4.  
1.3 Description of various layers and their functions of perpendicular recording 
media 




Fig. 1.5 Typical layer structures of perpendicular recording media. 
    A typical layer structure of perpendicular recording media is shown in Fig. 1.5. 
In the practical designs, there may be more than one layer involved for every 
functional layer. Most of the layers in a HDD medium are deposited by the sputtering 
system. Usually, the server and desktop HDDs have disk substrates with a outer 
diameter of 95 mm and use a substrate material of AlMg alloy precoated with a NiP 
layer or a glass. The adhesion/interface layer helps in improving the adhesion of the 
SUL and all the other layers with the substrate. The adhesion layer is made of Ta, Ti, 
or an alloy of these materials. As discussed above, SUL helps in the writing process 
by conducting the flux from the writing pole of the head to the trailing pole.2 Between 
SUL and recording layer, some intermediate layers may be deposited with or without 
seedlayers. A Seedlayer is usually deposited below the intermediate layer to enhance 
a preferred growth and  controls grain size, crystallographic orientation of 
underlayer. An underlayer has a function of decoupling SUL and recording layer as 
well as provides epitaxial growth conditions for the recording layer. The magnetic 
recording layer is the most important part in perpendicular media. It stores the 
information for long periods of time, e.g., 10 years, and to produce the signal when 
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reading the information back. Media materials options as the recording layer and their 
physical parameters are shown in Fig. 1.6. A layer of carbon overcoat is always 
deposited on the top of recording media to protect against chemical reactions and 
mechanical impact.   
 
Fig. 1.6 Media Materials Options (bulk properties) as the recording layer. Dp is the 
smallest possible thermally stable magnetic grain core size (adopted from Seagate 
Technology3).  
 
1.4 Critical issues in magnetic recording media 
1.4.1 Thermal stability 
For a magnetic recording medium, the magnetic anisotropy energy stored in each 
magnetically independent grain should be large enough to keep its thermal stability. 
The magnetic anisotropy energy is defined as the approximate amount of energy 
necessary to reverse the direction of the magnetization of a grain. For a single grain, 
the magnetic anisotropy energy can be calculated by KuV, where Ku is the magnetic 
anisotropy energy per unit volume, V is the volume of the grain. According to the 
Statistical Physics, even for a relatively large value of Ku, there is a finite probability 
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for the grain to reverse its magnetic moment due to thermal fluctuations, as given by 
the following expression: 
± =  exp − ∆±                   Eq. 1-1 
    Where subscripts “+” and “-” represent the “upward” and “downward” ma
gnetization directions in perpendicular recording, respectively.  is the character
istic frequency with a typical value in the range from 109 to 1012 Hz 
15. ∆ is t
he energy barrier between the two energy states. In the extreme case, 
∆ = , as shown in Fig.1.7.  
 
Fig.1.7 schematic diagram describing the anisotropy energy of a magnetic grain. 
 
For a medium to be thermal stable, the above quantity   should be 
substantially greater than the energy of a single quantum of thermal fluctuation, KBT, 
where KB is Boltzman’s constant and T is the temperature
16. Because of the 
exponential form of Eq. 1-1, the relaxation time,  = 1/, which is defined as for 
how long can a particle remain in a stable state, changes very rapidly with changing 
particle size.  
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 = 10 exp                        Eq. 1-2 
       is 72 seconds for /!"#=25, 7.5 years for /!"#=40 and 3.6× 10 
years for /!"#=60. Therefore, when the ratio, /KBT, approaches to 40, a 
grain can be considered as be thermally stable. 
1.4.2 Superparamagnetic limit 
 
Fig. 1.8 Spontaneous erasure of a recorded transition under thermal excitation 
(adopted from J. G. Zhu17). 
 
If the energy barrier  becomes comparable to the thermal energy !"#, the 
magnetic moment of the grain can switch spontaneously under thermal activation. 
This phenomenon is known as superparamagnetism17, as shown in Fig. 1.8. If  is 
nearly the same with !"#, thermal excitation will lead to spontaneous magnetization 
reversal of grains in the left side due to an asymmetry between two energy wells. 
Essentially, values of /KBT≥ 60 are required to ensure the long-term (over 10 
years) stability of written information at room temperature (300K). 
1.4.3 SNR issue 
In analog and digital communications, signal-to-noise ratio, often written as S/N 
or SNR, is a measure of signal strength relative to background noise. SNR of the 
media can be calculated by the following formula18, 19, 
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'()*+,-. ∝ √(                     Eq. 1-3 
here, N indicates number of grains per bit. It means SNR increases with 
increasing number of particles in a bit. In recording media, the magnetization 
transition is not an ideal straight line, but shows a zigzag shape, as shown in Fig. 1.3. 
These uncertainty in transition position and thick width of transition in granular 
medium are the dominant source of the transition noise. A medium with spatially 
sharp magnetization transition region, e.g. perpendicular recording media, and bit 
patterned media, can promote SNR20. Besides, noise is also caused by distribution of 
the switching field of the medium and the write field gradient21.  
1.4.4 The "trilemma" of magnetic recording 
 
Fig.1.9 the trilemma of magnetic recording. 
 
    As we have mentioned in previous part, energy that can be stored in one grain is 
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. This energy competes against the thermal energy !"# when achieving ultra 
high recording density and therefore it must be large enough to prevent spontaneous 
magnetization reversals, which then lead to thermal decay and eventually 
superparamagnetism. In principle, the magnetic energy  can be maintained for 
smaller grain volumes if the anisotropy energy   is increased accordingly. 
However, increasing  generally goes along with an increase in the anisotropy field 
12 and a higher magnetic field is required to switch the magnetization. Magnetic 
fields provided by head pole are limited by the material that can be used to fabricate 
the poles. The maximum magnetic field obtainable by CoFe is about 2.4T, which is 
even lower in practical techniques22. In total, the design space is either limited by 
thermal decay due to too small , write-ability due to too high anisotropy field, or 
by insufficient signal to noise ratio. These requirements gives rise to so-called 
magnetic recording "trilemma"23, as shown in Fig.1.9. Recently, any advances to 
further evolve magnetic recording can be regarded as a means to break the trilemma 
or, more precisely, postpone the trilemma.  
1.5 Motivations and Objectives 
   Based on previous introduction, we may conclude that hard disk drive will still be 
the primary storage device for computers, MP3 players, video recorders, video 
cameras, and electron games, etc., in recent five to ten years due to its cheap prize 
and mature fabrication processing. However, several critical issues, i.e. trilemma in 
summary in magnetic recording should be broken or, more precisely, postponed 
before hard disk drive approaching its areal density. Recent design space for 
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ultra-high magnetic recording density is either limited by thermal stability, 
write-ability or by insufficient signal to noise ratio.   
    Bit patterned media24-26 (BPM) is proposed and highly favored as a means to 
improve nowadays' recording technique to achieve ultra-high recording density, i.e., 
10T/in2. In the concept of bit patterned media, each bit is patterned to individual 
islands with single domain. Each island is consisting of a few strong exchange 
coupled grains. The magnetic energy is thus no longer governed by the volume of 
grain but rather by the entire island. Therefore, the magnetic energy KuV for BPM can 
be maintained for smaller grain volumes. Thermal stability is improved and the 
write-ability problems are tracked in ultrahigh recoding density by increasing the 
recording element volume.  
    However, in order to achieve area density of  10 Tbits/in2, each magnetic island 
would occupy an area of about 64 nm2, including the 4 nm spacing as well. Therefore, 
island with a size of 4 nm× 4 nm and gap of 4 nm is needed. In such small scale 
structure, the magnetic behavior is highly size dependent. The magnetostatic 
interactions between islands contribute to the net field acting on each bit. 
Dipole-dipole interactions cause a significant broadening of the switching field 
distribution of the magnetic islands in the media. Therefore, strong interaction can 
lead to recording failure because the pole head (~100 to 200 nm) can no longer 
address exactly on individual predefined bits without overwriting adjacent bits.  
    This thesis purposely investigate the critical issue in bit patterned media: the 
magnetization reversal of lithographically designed magnetic islands and their 
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dipole-dipole interactions. Possible effects which may broaden the dispersion of 
switching fields in magnetic islands are systematically examined by both experiment 
and micromagnetic simulations, including island size, shape, thickness, defects, 
temperature, angles, etc. Detailed objectives of the research work done for this thesis 
are summarized as follows:  
• Investigation of microstructure and magnetic properties of continuous Co/Pd 
multilayer which can induce large out-of-plane anisotropy. Large out-of-plane 
anisotropy is favored for perpendicular magnetic recording media and leads to narrow 
dispersion in switching field distribution after patterned into individual islands; 
• Observation of domain structures of patterned Co/Pd islands. The patterned area is 
~1µm× 1µm in this work. It is impossible to investigate magnetization reversal 
process of magnetic islands directly by VSM, MOKE, SQUID, AGFM, or the other 
measurement equipments. Magnetic remanent states of the patterned area which are 
pre-magnetized at different external fields are observed by MFM; 
• Calculation of switching field distribution of patterned area by MFM observations 
when the samples are pre-magnetized at different fields. The magnetization of the 
patterned area can be calculated by counting islands switched or not at different 
magnetic fields. Number of switched islands as a function of applied fields can be 
plotted as switching field distribution curve.  
• Calculation of intrinsic switching field distribution after removing dipole-dipole 
interactions by classic ∆H (M, ∆M) method;  
• Investigation of angular and temperature effects on switching field distribution of 
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patterned area. The angular dependence on SFD can be performed by setting different 
angles of applying field generated by VSM followed by MFM observations. The 
temperature dependence on SFD can be implemented by magnetizing the sample in 
the liquid nitrogen and followed by MFM observations;  
• Examination effects which may broaden switching field distribution of patterned area, 
including island size, shape, thickness, defects, angles and temperatures by 
micromagnetic simulation. Compare the simulation results with experimental results; 
• Design magnetic nano clusters made of several uniform/non-uniform islands which 
can lead to large dipole-dipole interactions and configurable switching. Propose two 
possible applications based on configurable domain structures via dipole-dipole 
interactions. One is multi-states bit patterned media for achieving ultra-high recording 
density.  
• Design configurable associative memory with four functionalities: AND, NAND, OR, 
NOR. Determining initial setting and operations of each associative memory.   
• A systematic investigation of microstructure and magnetic switching behavior of 
CoCrPt based capped media.   
1.6 Thesis Outline 
    Chapter 1 briefly gives an introduction of magnetic recording, limitations of 
longitudinal recording and therefore the transition from longitudinal recording to 
perpendicular recording. Description of various layers and critical issues in 
perpendicular magnetic recording is discussed. Motivations and objectives of this 
work is proposed based on those limitations and critical issues in nowadays' 
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perpendicular recording media.  
    Chapter 2 provides the literature review on magnetic domain, which is the 
fundamental element in magnetic recording. Applications of domain structures are 
represented, including artificial spin ice, bit patterned media and configurable 
associative memory. Bit patterned media are introduced in this work in order to 
improve recording densities. Three critical issues in bit patterned media are illustrated 
in this part, i.e., demagnetization field, dipole-dipole interactions and switching field 
distribution.  
    Chapter 3 lists experimental techniques and simulation software used in this 
thesis. The equipment used for sample fabrication, structure characterization, 
magnetic properties characterization and LLG micromagnetic simulator are briefly 
introduced in this part.  
    Magnetization reversal of Co/Pd bit patterned media are studied by formula 
calculation, micromagnetic simulation and experimental.  
    Chapter 4 summarizes the important results of calculated switching field 
distribution of Co/Pd lithographically islands by formulas.[Co/Pd] single island is 
considered as a uniform "single spin" in calculation. Contribution from dipole-dipole 
interactions to the switching field distribution is studied in this part. Microstructures 
and magnetic properties of continuous Co/Pd multilayer is studied firstly. 
Microscopic switching field distribution including dipole-dipole interactions are 
studied by observation of MFM images when the sample is saturated and followed by 
applying different external fields. Intrinsic SFD after removing dipole-dipole 
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interactions are obtained by ∆H (M, ∆M) method. Based on distribution of intrinsic 
fields, switching fields of individual Co/Pd islands and their switching field 
distribution is calculated. The calculation results match well with experimental 
results.  
    Chapter 5 is the further study based on chapter 4. In this chapter, non-uniform 
magnetization configurations in patterned area is considered by LLG simulation.  
Magnetic island should be within a single domain size to store information in bit 
patterned media. Therefore, range of single domain island size for Co/Pd multilayer 
with thickness of 12 nm is studied by simulation. Magnetization reversal processed of 
a Co/Pd island with single domain structure are also investigated. Dipole-dipole 
interactions for Co/Pd cluster with different island size and separation is studied. The 
optimized island size and separation which lead to narrow switching field distribution 
is obtained by this simulation.  
    Chapter 6 summarizes angular dependence and temperature effects on 
magnetization reversal of Co/Pd bit patterned media. Switching field and switching 
field distribution at different applying field angles and temperatures are investigated 
by both experiments and micromagnetic simulations. The relative SFD by simulation 
agrees well with experimental results.  
Chapter 7 summarizes magnetic investigations of single domain islands based on 
Co/Pd islands studied in previous chapters and their possible applications. 
Configurable domain structures via dipole-dipole interactions are studied by both 
experiment and micromagnetic simulation. A “multi-states bit for magnetic recording” 
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consisting of closely arranged magnetic islands is successfully designed to achieve 
ultra-high magnetic recording density. Besides, a simple and configurable associative 
memory combining the inherent advantages of a non-volatile output with flexible 
functionality which can be selected at run-time to operate as an AND, OR, NAND or 
NOR gate has been studied. These schemes show a huge potential for data storage 
industry and magnetic associative memory design.  
    Chapter 8 summarizes magnetic switching behavior of CoCrPt based capped 
media by varying the thickness of the capped layer from 0 to 9nm. The microscopic 
structures of CGC media with different thickness of capped layer are examined by 
transmission electron microscope. After capping with the CoCrPt(B) layer, the grain 
size at the surface of CGC structure and the grain boundary is observed by TEM. 
Both coercivity and intergranular exchange coupling of the CGC media are 
investigated by Polar magneto-optic Kerr effect magnetometer and alternating 
gradient force magnetometer. Besides, we separate intrinsic switching field 
distribution from intergranular interactions. Micromagnetic simulation results further 
verify our experimental conclusions. 
Chapter 9 summarizes the whole works done in this thesis and the possible 
improvements for future work.  
 




2. Literature Review 
2.1 Magnetic domain structures 
2.1.1 Magnetic domains 
    The vector field of magnetization of a sample of finite dimensions is usually 
subdivided into magnetic domains, i.e., continuous volumes that are themselves 
uniformly magnetized to the same direction.27 The directions of magnetization varies 
from domain to domain. They are separated by domain walls, in which the 
magnetization vector continuously rotates to accommodate the change in 
magnetization orientation between adjacent domains. Domains and domain walls are 
illustrated in Fig. 2.1. The structure and dynamics of magnetic domains are the main 
factors determining the physical properties (for example, anisotropy and 
magnetization) of materials and macroscopic characteristics (for example, noise and 
energy loss.28-30) in magnetic devices. 
 
Fig. 2.1 Illustration of domain and domain walls.  
 
    A ferromagnet with net magnetization less than saturation breaks into domains 
due to demagnetizing fields. In a ferromagnet, the spins prefer to align parallel to 




each other due to exchange coupling 31. The existence of a uniform state of 
magnetization within the material minimizes the exchange energy, but cost of 
magnetostatic energy. The competing tendency to minimize magnetostatic energy 
favors closed magnetization states in which there is no external magnetic field. 
Domains or other non-uniform magnetization states such as vortices within the 
material are formed to reduce the magnetostatic energy, at the cost of introducing 
exchange energy. 
 
Fig. 2.2 Size dependent of coercivity (adopted from G. C. Hadjipanayis32). 
 
    For small particles, the exchange energy dominates and uniform or near-uniform 
single-domain magnetization states are favored. For large particles, magnetostatic 
energy dominates and multi-domain magnetization states are favored, i.e. in zero 
applied field. Size dependence of coercivity (Fig. 2.2) which was known in 1950s 
with the discovery of single domain magnetism.33 It indicates that the coercivity of a 
particle increases with the reduction of particle size until reaching a maximum at 
single domain size and then decreases due to thermal effects and becomes zero 




resulting from superparamagnetic effects. 
    The size at which a particle becomes single domain depends on the balance 
between exchange coupling and magnetostatic energy and therefore on the geometry, 
anisotropy, and saturation magnetization Ms of the particle. The exchange length, 
which is a characteristic length scale used to describe magnetization patterns in a 
magnetic material, can be defined as 
3+4 = 5(7/( + 2:;<=)                  Eq. 2-1 
    where A is the exchange constant of order 10-11 Jm-1. Particles with dimensions 
near 3+4 are expected to be uniformly magnetized. When the dimensions increase, 
the distribution of magnetization becomes broad, multi-domains or magnetization 
vortices may develop, depending on the shape and anisotropy of the particle.   
2.1.2 Magnetic domain walls in thin film 
    There are two types of domain walls in thin films: Bloch wall and Néel wall, as 
shown in Fig. 2.3. Type of domain walls is determined by the film thickness, as 
shown in Fig. 2.4. Domain wall energy is defined as difference between the magnetic 
moments before and after the domain wall is created. In the Bloch wall, 
magnetization vector continuously rotates on the surface to accommodate the change 
in magnetization orientation between adjacent domains. In this case, the transition 
region at the boundary between magnetic domains are narrow and energy of the 
demagnetization field does not impact the micromagnetic structures of wall.34 In the 
Néel wall, magnetization vector continuously rotates in side of the boundary between 
adjacent domains. It is the common magnetic domain wall type in very thin film 




where the exchange length is very large compared to the thickness.  
 
Fig. 2.3 Bloch wall and Néel wall in magnetic thin films. 
 
 
Fig. 2.4 Domain wall energy as a function of film thickness.(adopted from O. H. 
Robert C18). For A=10-11J/m, Bs=1T and K=100J/m3. 
 
2.1.3 Application of domain structures 
    Geometrical frustration in a well-ordered structure has recently becomes a topic 
of considerable interest.35 How the spins locally accommodate the frustration of the 
spin-spin interactions is one of the most fascinating interest. However, individual 
spins within a material are difficult to be captured by direct observation. One way to 
solve this problem is to create a artificial frustrated ordered structure with single 
domain islands by electron beam lithography techniques. Successful investigation of 
geometrical frustration in artificial “spin ice” 39 has provided insights into 




lithographically defined two-demensional ferromagnetic nanostructures with 
single-domain elements36. Different “spin ice” structures (square37, hexagonal38, 
triangular39, 40, brickwork41) have been examined both theoretically and 
experimentally, as shown in Fig. 2.5.  
 
Fig. 2.5 two dimension frustrated structures of (a)square lattices of elongated 
permalloy island37; (b) artificial kagome spin42; (c)triangular lattice43.  
 
Clusters of regularly spaced magnetic islands with perpendicular anisotropy are 
also interesting for data storage application. In particular, the interesting in bit 
patterned media (BPM) for magnetic recording, which consists of arrays of 
perpendicular magnetic islands. BPM arises from the need to find ways to increase 
the current magnetic recording densities by reducing the bit size while staying above 
the superparamagnetic limit. 44, 45. A bit of information is recorded in a single island 
and the highest density of the recorded information is given by arrays of islands 
arranged on a triangular (or hexagonal) lattice. In order to write to a single island, the 
magnetic fields produced by the recording head must be large enough to switch the 
island but also local enough to avoid unintended switching of neighboring islands. As 
an alternative, a “cluster media” consisting of arrays of identical clusters of magnetic 
islands could be implemented. Here, the information would be written to the whole 




cluster using, for example, a spatially larger field with multilevel field strength 
capabilities to access the different magnetic states46-48, as multi-states schematics 
shown in Fig. 2.6 and Fig.2.7.  
 
Fig. 2.6 Polar MOKE measurements of a CoPd/Pd/CoPd continuous film. Four 
possible orientations of the magnetization labeled as (00), (01), (11), and (10) is also 
indicated (adopted from M. Albrecht49). 
 
 
Fig.2.7 Triple-stack multilayer-3D BPM. The black arrows (binary "1") and red 
arrows (binary "0")  denote the two possible magnetic states in each stack. Above 
the columns lines the binary representation and color coding for the eight possible 
magnetic states (adopted from A. Nissim50). 





Another application of single domain structure is nanomagnet logic (NML)51-53 
elements which are reconfigurable at run-time shows potential advantages over the 
rigid architecture of the present hardware systems.54 Nowadays, further 
improvements in conventional chip technology based on complementary 
metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) are limited by several issues including power 
consumption, energy dissipation, down-scaling of gate dimensions55, etc. NML 
processes and propagates information (logic 1 and logic 0) through mutual interaction 
between neighboring nanoscale magnets52, 56, magnetic switching or domain wall 
motion53, 54, 57, 58 which can be adjusted by an external magnetic field or spin-polarized 
current.51 Fig. 2.8 shows different domain structures (one-domain, two-domain, and 
vortex configurations) as a function of aspect ratio of the elements. Fig. 2.9 shows 
typical MFM images of functioning majority gates based on configurable domain 
structures via dipole-dipole interactions.   
 
Fig. 2.8 Magnetic states of patterned ferromagnetic elements. (A) AFM image of 
thin-film, ploycrystalline NiFe magnetic elements in a row, made by EBL and lift-off; 
(B) MFM image of remanent magnetization (adopted from A. Imre51). 
 





Fig. 2.9 MFM images of functioning majority gates. The black insets show alignment 
of magnetic dipoles, accounting for antiferromagnetic and ferromagnetic coupling. 
"1" means upward polarization and "0" means downward polarization (adopted from 
A. Imre51). 
 
   




2.2 Bit patterned media for Tbit/in
2
 densities 
2.2.1 Bit Patterned media 
 
Fig. 2.10 Comparison of conventional continuous media and bit patterned media 
(adopted from Hitachi Global Storage Technologies7). 
 
Bit patterned medium31, 59, 60 (BPM) is proposed to tackle the thermal stability 
problems in ultrahigh areal density by increasing the volume V of one lithographical 
island. It is highly favored for next generation magnetic data storage solutions24-26. In 
conventional granular media, many magnetic grains store one bit and the bit boundary 
is decided mainly by the grain boundary. Strong exchange coupling between grains 
may lead to very wide bit boundaries. However, in BPM, wide bit boundaries are 
shorten by well defined lithographical bits with non-magnetic materials or voids. In 
this case, each island carries one bit of information by virtue of its two magnetic 
states61, 62, "upward" or "downward", as BPM illustrated in Fig. 2.10. Grains with one 
island can be considered as one magnetic entity with strong exchange coupling. Since 




the volume of the lithographical magnetic island in BPM is much larger than that of 
volume of a grain, thermal stability is improved.  
 
Fig. 2.11 (a)the size of square bits at areal densities of 100, 500, 1000, 10 000 Gbit/in2 
for conventional continuous media, respectively; (b) bit patterned media for 10 
Tbit/in2. 
 
The common driving force for any type of data storage technology is the areal 
density. Fig. 2.11 (a) shows the size of a square bit as a function of the areal density. 
To achieving 10 Tbit/in2, each magnetic island would occupy an area of about 64 nm2, 
including the 4 nm spacing as well. Therefore, island with a size of 4 nm× 4 nm and 
separation of 4 nm is needed for BPM system to realize 10Tbit/in2 area density, as 
shown in Fig. 2.11 (b). 
2.2.2 Demagnetization field 
 
Fig. 2.12 illustration of the origin of demagnetization field. 
 




Demagnetization field, which is magnetic field inside the magnetic materials and 
opposite to the direction of magnetic dipoles, is originated from magnetic 
dipole-dipole alignment inside the material, as shown in Fig. 2.12. Since the 
demagnetization field is opposed to the magnetization, it can reduce magnetic 
reversal fields provided by head pole and thus the head field gradient. 
 
Fig. 2.13 Shearing correction of a magnetization curve. 
 
A typical shearing correction of a magnetization curve is shown in Fig. 2.13. 
Solid line is unsheared curve, representing a magnetization curve as a function of the 
external field. Dash line is sheared loop which is broaden than unsheared one. This is 
because the true magnetic field acting on the material is smaller than the external 
field. It can be expressed as following equation:  
1+?? = 1+4 − (;                    Eq. 2-2 
Where, 1+4 is external field. N is the demagnetization factor, which depends 
upon the aspect ratio of the material. Demagnetization factor for rods and ellipsoids 
magnetized parallel to the long axis is shown in Tab. 2-1. M is magnetization of a 




medium. Therefore, to record a medium, the head field has to overcome not only the 
switching field and its distribution, but also the demagnetization field.  
 
Tab. 2-1 Demagnetizing Factor for rods and ellipsoids magnetized parallel to the long 
axis (adopted from S. A. Macintyre63). 
 
2.2.3 Dipole-dipole interaction 
    Optimized perpendicular recording media require some amount of intergranular 
exchange coupling. Intergranular exchange coupling reduces the required field and 
counters the demagnetization field gradient, as shown in Fig. 2.14. 
 
Fig. 2.14 sheared magnetization loop for perpendicular recording media. The 
introduction of intergranular exchange steepens the hysteresis curve. 
 




Magnetized elements can be treated as dipoles. For particles that are closely 
spaced, the dipole-dipole interaction can be calculated by treating the particles as 
magnetized prisms or cylinders.64, 65 Not only the nearest neighbor interaction fields 
(a magnetic field that an element exerts on its neighbor), but the long-range 
magnetostatic fields (contributions from second, third, and further neighbors) should 
be also considered in calculating the total exchange couplings. The dipole-dipole 
interaction, Hdip acting on each particle is demagnetizing, i.e. it promotes reversal of 
the element. If the switching field of a particle is given by Hsw, the particle will switch 
when the applied external reverse field reaches (Hsw∓Hdip). "-" or "+" is determined 
by positive or negative exchange coupling with neighbored, respectively. If a particle 
magnetized up is surrounded by particles magnetized down (negative exchange 
coupling), an external field of (Hsw+Hdip) will be needed to reverse it, vice versa, as 
shown in Fig. 2.15. 
 
Fig. 2.15 (a) schematic of a single domain island bit switching under influence of 
dipole-dipole interaction from neighbouring bits. Switching field of each individual 
island could vary due to increased or decreased energy barrier. (b) schematic of 
magnetization reversal for a simple BPM system consisting of only two magnetic 
islands. 
 
2.2.4 Switching field distribution 




2.2.4.1 Total switching field distribution 
Another critical issue for implementing BPM is that the switching field 
distribution (SFD), i. e., the bit-to-bit variation in coercivity need to be narrow 
enough to secure exact addressability of individual predefined bits without 
overwriting adjacent bits. The SFD has the following main component: the 
dipole-dipole interactions between neighboring islands within the array and the 
so-called intrinsic SFD of each individual island. 66, 67 
The SFD for longitudinal media can be obtained by differentiating a 
magnetization reversal part of the major loop.68 However, this simple differentiation 
does not give the true SFD for perpendicular media because a strong demagnetization 
field has modified the slope of the loop in the magnetization reversal part.69 The 
existence of intergranular exchange coupling makes things more complicated. Since 
both strong exchange fields and narrower SFDs can create loops with sharper slopes, 
a major magnetization loop alone is not helpful in distinguishing the different factors 
in media recording performance.70    
2.2.4.2 Intrinsic switching field distribution 
The concept of intrinsic switching field distribution (A(1B) is proposed to 
describe the probability distribution for switching fields of individual material 
elements without considering dipole-dipole interactions. In the interaction-free case, 
the intrinsic SFD carries information about the anisotropy and volumetric (size & 
shape) distributions of magnetic particles.71 Among the most common methods for 
calculate the intrinsic SFD from experimental hysteresis loops, Tagawa and 




Nakamura72 make a unique method, so-called ∆H (M, ∆M)-method, to evaluate the 
intrinsic SFD of perpendicular media. The dipole-dipole interaction and 
demagnetized field are removed from the data by this method. ∆H is evaluated from 
data points measured at the same M value. Distributions for various states on M-H 
major and minor curves is shown in Fig. 2.16. At point C and F, the observed 
magnetization of medium is one half of the saturation magnetization Ms. The number 
of particles with magnetization in the negative and positive direction is one quarter 
and three quarters of the total particles, respectively. Demagnetization is removed by 
∆H due to the same magnetizations.  
 
Fig. 2.16 Definition of ∆H in ∆H (M, ∆M)-method (adopted from I. Tagawa72). 
 
The method measures a series of field difference ∆H at same magnetization M 
between the major hysteresis loop and recoil curves. The relationship between ∆H 
and M is plotted, as shown in Fig. 2.17.   





Fig. 2.17 (a) major hysteresis loop and recoil curves at distances ∆Mi=1,2….5, from 
saturation; (b) ∆H(M, ∆Mi) are the field differences between the recoil curves and the 
major loop. The axes are normalized with respect to the saturation magnetization and 
coercive field. 
 
Within the mean-field approximation, the functional dependency of ∆H can be 
written as: 
∆1(;, ∆;) = DE EF=  − DE EF∆F=         Eq. 2-3 
    where DE is the inverse of the field integral of the intrinsic SFD,  
D(G) = H A(1B)4∞ I1B               Eq. 2-4 
for the Lorenzian A(1B) distribution:  
AJ(1B) = =KL EKMNO(PQPR)M             Eq. 2-5 
and the Gaussian A(1B) distribution, 
AS(1B) = E√=LT exp U−2 
PQPR
=T 
=V           Eq. 2-6 
Therefore, 
∆1J(;, ∆;) = K= [tan L=  (; + ∆;) − tan (L= ;))]         Eq. 2-7 
∆1S(;, ∆;) = √2\[]^E(; + ∆;) − ]^E(;)]        Eq. 2-8 
From the analysis of experimental data, a distribution function that resembles a 
combination of the Lorenz and Gaussian distribution similar to the experimental 




results are used to describe intrinsic SFD. Two additional parameters α and β  are 
used to represent the asymmetric curve. Hence, I-1 can be defined by, 






ENgF                      Eq. 2-9 
Fig. 2.18 shows ∆H(M, ∆M) data in comparison with a least-squares fit of  Eq. 
2-3 with DE defined by equation of Eq. 2-9. The corresponding intrinsic switching 
field distribution curve is plotted as Fig. 2.19.  
 
Fig. 2.18  ∆H(M, ∆M) curves from the original data set in comparison to a 
least-squares fit to the ∆H function (adopted from A. Berger73). 
 
Fig. 2.19 intrinsic switching field distribution determined from the least-squares fit of 
equation of Eq. 2-9 to the ∆H(M, ∆M) shown in Fig. 2.18. 




Analysis of hysteresis loops and minor loops computed from the 
Stoner-Wohlfarth model shows that the mean-field ∆H(M, ∆M) method is accurate 
for all situation considered as long as the exchange and dipole-dipole interactions are 
of a comparable strength level74, which includes perpendicular recording media71. 




3. Experimental Techniques 
3.1 Sample preparation 
3.1.1 Sputtering 
 
Fig. 3.1 Illustration of sputtering vacuum deposition process (adopted from Thermal 
Conductive Bonding, Inc. 75). 
 
In this project, all samples are fabricated by using magnetron sputtering system. 
A dc magnetron sputtering system with a base pressure below 5×10-4 mTorr is used. 
Before sputtering, the sputter chamber is pumped down to 10-7 Torr to avoid 
contamination of thin film from the ambient gases. The substrate is pre-heated at the 
required temperature (~260℃) for 15 minutes. The chamber is then filled with 
working gas to the pressure of a few mTorr. The high voltage is delivered across a 
low pressure gas (argon~1-2 mTorr) at room temperature in order to create 
high-energy plasma. The deposition rate is between 0.3-0.8Å/s. The sample is rotated 
during the deposition and the sputter source is at about 20 degree relative to the 
rotation axis. The sputtering takes place in a high-energy environment, it is known to 




be the most efficient and controllable method to deposit very thin films onto a 
substrate. The illustration of sputtering vacuum deposition process is shown in Fig. 
3.1. 
[Co3/Pd8]10 multilayer for this study is prepared using a UHV dc magnetron 
sputtering machine on a thermally oxidized Si substrate. The number following the 
symbols is the respective layer thickness in angstrom and the subscript refers to the 
number of repetitions. The films are deposited on [Ta50/Cu50/Pd30] to induce proper 
crystallographic growth of the Co layer and capped with [Pd30/Ta50] for protection. 
The base pressure is 5×10-6 mTorr, while the Ar+ working pressure during sputtering 
is 1.5 mTorr. 
3.1.2Electron beam Lithography and Lift-off 
 
Fig. 3.2 Schematic of sample preparation of this project. 
 
The patterned dots are generated using high resolution electron beam 
lithography (Elionix ELS 7000 EBL with 100 kV) by first coating the film with 
hydrogen silsesquioxane (HSQ) photoresist. Ar+ ion-milling with an energy of 200eV 
is carried out at angle of 3º off normal incidence to the sample to form discrete 




magnetic islands. Milling is stopped as soon as isolated magnetic islands are 
identified. In total, approximately 30nm of material that included the Co/Pd magnetic 
layer is milled to ensure sufficient isolation between islands, as shown in Fig. 3.2. 
3.2 Structure Characterization 
3.2.1 X-ray Diffractometer (XRD) 
 
Fig. 3.3 Schematic of X-ray diffractometer (adopted from Light Diffraction in 
Standard Research Telescopes76). 
X-ray diffraction makes use of Bragg reflections to analyze crystal structures. A 
crystal structure can be regarded as being built of layers or planes. Each of the layers 
or planes act as a semi-transparent mirror. X-rays with different wavelength which is 
similar to the distances between planes of a crystal can be reflected such that the 
angle of reflection is the same to the angle of the incident. This relationship can be 
described by Bragg’s law: 
2dsinθ = nλ                         Eq. 3-1                    
where, d is the distance between atomic layers in a crystal, θ is the incidence 
angle (as shown in Fig. 3.3). When Bragg’s law is satisfied, constructive interference 
of diffracted X-ray beams occur and a “Bragg reflection” will be picked up by a 




detector scanning at this angle. Peak intensities tell us information about how much 
X-ray scattering is contributing to the reflection. The position of these reflections 
gives the information of inter-layer spacings of atoms in this crystal.  
A Bruker D8 ADVANCE XRD system with monochromatic and Cu Kα 
radiation with wavelength of 1.54056 Å is used in this project for microstructure 
characterization. A standard θ-2θ scan is employed, in which the sample is rotated 
by the angle of  θ whilst and detector is rotated by 2θ. In addition, rocking curve 
measurement is implemented by doing a θ scan at a fixed 2θ angle. The full width at 
the half maximum (FWHM) of resulting rocking curve is used for judging the quality 
of film texture and the distribution of film's easy axis which is perpendicular to the 
film surface.  
3.2.2 Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) 
 
Fig. 3.4 Scanning Probe Microscope (SPM) 
 
Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) is one of the foremost tools for imaging, 
measuring and manipulating matter at the nanoscale. The information is gathered by 
touching or feeling the surface by an AFM tip. The position of the tip can be detected 




by a laser from the back of the cantilever onto a position-sensitive detector. DI3000 
SPM with Tapping Mode AFM is used in this project to characterize sample’s 
morphologies. AFM tips and cantilevers are microfabricated from Si or Si3N4. 
 
Fig. 3.5 Schematic of tapping Mode AFM (adopted from Atomic Force 
Microscopy77). 
 
Fig. 3.5 shows the feedback loop of tapping mode AFM. A tip is attached to the 
end of oscillating cantilever. The tip can be operated by touching on the surface of the 
sample by moving the cantilever with oscillating at or slightly below the resonance 
frequency. A constant oscillation amplitude is maintained by feedback system with 
signal obtained by the split photodiode detector. Scanner but not the sample holder is 
moved both horizontally (x, y directions) and vertically (z direction). Computer can 
store the vertical position of the scanner at each coordinate data point at the constant 
"setpoint" (a constant tip-surface interaction). Signals can be transferred to form the 




topographic images of the sample surface, that is AFM images.  
3.2.3 Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) 
 
Fig. 3.6 schematic of Scanning electron microscope. 
 
In this project, a SEM with the mode of Zeiss Supra 40 is used to investigate the 
surface morphology of the samples. The beam energy is set to 5~10 kV. In a typical 
SEM, a focused beam of electrons with high energy is generated. Secondary electrons 
scatted back from the surface is detected. Surface information is obtained based on 
interaction between electrons and sample surface. Fig. 3.6 shows schematic of SEM 
principle. A beam of electrons are produced by an electron gun at the top of the 
microscope. The electron beam travels along a vertical path through the microscopy, 
electromagnetic fields and lenses, arriving on the surface of the sample which is held 
in a vacuum. After interacting with sample surface, the high-energy electrons are 




decelerated. A variety of signals are generated and the secondary electrons (that 
produce SEM images) can be detected by a detector.   
3.2.4 Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) 
Sample preparation for plane-view and cross section view measurement is a 
challenge but crucial procedure. In this project, transmission electron microscopy 
(TEM) are used to obtain cross section of the magnetic film. All the TEM images are 
taken by JOEL JEM-3010 Transmission Electron Microscopy with accelerating 
voltage of 300 kV. Samples are treated with a mechanical polishing followed by an 
ion milling to perform final stage thinning.  
TEM is a type of microscopy whereby a beam of electrons pass through a 
specimen. The interaction between the electrons and the specimen is magnified and 
focused onto an imaging device or to be detected by a sensor such as a CCD camera 
to form a TEM image. Defects such as dislocations, interfaces, and second phase 
particles can be detected by TEM images. Based on the operation mode, the images 
can be divided into bright field image and dark field image. Apart from passing 
through the sample without deflection, some fraction of electrons are scattered to 
certain angles to form diffraction patterns. Energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) can also 
be obtained if TEM equipping with an EDX analyzer.   
3.3 Magnetic Properties Characterization 
3.3.1 Vibrating Sample Magnetometer (VSM) 





Fig. 3.7 Vibrating sample magnetometer. 
 
If a magnetic material is placed within a uniform magnetic field H, a magnetic 
moment M will be induced in the sample. Materials can react quite differently to the 
presence of an external magnetic field. The strength of the reaction is related to a 
number of factors, such as structures of the atomic and molecular, and the net 
magnetic field associated with the atoms. The reactions associated with atoms have 
three origins: 1. electron orbital motion; 2. the change in orbital motion caused by an 
external magnetic field; 3. spin of the electrons. Based on magnetic moments reacting 
to the external magnetic fields, most of materials can be classified into three kinds, 
diamagnetic, paramagnetic and ferromagnetic, or into two kinds, i.e., soft or hard 
magnetic materials according to material's coercive field. These magnetic properties, 
i.e. magnetic moment as a function of external magnetic fields can be learnt from the 
magnetic hysteresis loop by vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM), as shown in Fig. 
3.7. 





Fig. 3.8 schematic of a vibrating sample magnetometer in which a sample is driven 
orthogonal to the field of an electromagnet. A set of pickup coils attached to the faces 
of the pole pieces of the electromagnet detects the magnitude of the magnetic moment 
of the oscillating sample. 
 
A typical VSM head is made by the following crucial parts: electromagnet part 
with sensing coils (field coils and pickup coils) which is to generate magnetic field, 
sample driver which is made to produce sinusoidal motions and mechanical 
vibrations and sample holder connected to the tail end of the sample driver. The 
magnetic flux changes can be transferred to a voltage in the sensing coils. The voltage 
is proportional to the magnetic moment and can be transferred and taken to plot the 
hysteresis loop. 
In this project, magnetic properties of continuous films are characterized by 
VSM with Model 7404, Lakeshore. The maximum magnetic field that can be 
generated by this VSM is 20 kOe. A standard Ni foil is used to calibrate the magnetic 
moment.  
3.3.2 Polar Magneto-optic Kerr Effect (MOKE) Magnetometer 





Fig. 3.9 MOKE system. 
 
Magnetization properties also can be obtained from a magneto-optic Kerr effect 
(MOKE). The measuring time of a MOKE is much faster than VSM. The system 
takes advantages of Polar Magneto-optic Kerr Effect, that is the plane of polarization 
of light is rotated when the light is reflected from a magnetic material. When the 
sample is placed within a magnetic field, its magnetization within surface is 
influenced and therefore induce optical anisotropy at the surface. This Kerr effect is 
proportional to the magnetization. MOKE is a particularly useful tools in the study of 
surface magnetism due to its highly sensitive to the magnetization change within the 
skin depth (10~20nm). The principle of MOKE is illustrated in Fig. 3.10. 





Fig. 3.10 Schematic of MOKE (adopted from Magneto-optic Kerr effect 
magnetometry and microscopy (MOKE) 78). 
 
    MOKE is widely utilized in HDD characterization due to its advantage that 
signal from the softmagnetic underlayer is strongly suppressed. In this project, a polar 
MOKE magnetometer with a maximum magnetic field of 25 kOe is used to 
investigate magnetic properties of the recording layer in HDDs.  
3.3.3 Alternating Gradient Force Magnetometer (AGFM) 
 
Fig. 3.11 AGFM system. 
The alternating gradient magnetometer (AGM or AGFM) is a very sensitive 
equipment to measure the magnetic properties of samples, of which the sensitivity 




can exceed 10-8 emu, approaching that of a SQUID magnetometer under a favorable 
conditions . The principle of the instrument is sketched in Fig. 3.12.  
 
Fig. 3.12 schematic of alternating gradient magnetometer. 
 
The small sample (usually 3mm×3mm) is mounted on a piezoelectric bimorph. 
By driving an alternating current through the gradient coils, the classic deformation of 
the sample can be detected by the piezo voltage, which is proportional to the 
magnetic force acting on the sample. The main advantage of the AGM is its relative 
immunity to external magnetic noise and the resulting high signal-to-noise ratio and 
short measuring time. In this project, a AGFM with Princeton Measurement Corp. 
MicroMagTM Model 2900 is used for samples’ magnetic properties characterization. 
3.3.4 Superconducting Quantum Interference Device (SQUID) 
  
Fig. 3.13 SQUID system
 
The SQUID system is based on the 
superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) and a superconducting 
pick-up coil circuit as the flux detector. A c
of a liquid He cryostat, the
a superconducting magnet, and the detection coils close to the sample position.
SQUID system uses a Josephson junction to detect very sensitive energy change, 
which is as much as 100 billion times weaker than electronmagne
moving a compass needle. The Jos
which are separated by a thin insulating layer so that electrons can pass through. 
Samples usually execute
0.1-5Hz). Measurement with high magnetic fields of ~3
instruments and low temperatures of ~5K can be conducted by the SQUID combined 
with a superconducting magnet and a va
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In this project, Co/Pd multilayer has large out-of-plane anisotropy, a SQUID 
system with the Model of Quantum Design MPMS XL-5 is used for samples’ 
magnetic properties characterization at room temperature. The maximum field 
implemented on the magnetic thin film is as large as 5 T. 
 
3.3.5 Magnetic Force Microscope(MFM) 
 
Fig. 3.14 MFM LiftMode principles. 
 
Scanning Probe Microscope (SPM) is a microscope family with various tips, 
such as AFM, MFM, STM (scanning tunneling microscope), etc. For MFM, a sharp 
magnetized tip is used to scan a magnetic sample surface. The interaction between tip 
and sample surface are detected and used to re-construct the structure of sample 
surface. DI3000 SPM with MFM LiftMode Mode is used in this project to 
characterize magnetic properties in magnetic films’ surface. Magnetic probe coated 
with Co is magnetized with a strong permanent magnet before installing the tip holder 
on the SPM head. The setting up procedure is as same as that of AFM for tapping 
mode.   
Fig. 3.14 illustrates MFM LiftMode principles: a tapping cantilever with a 
special MFM first scans over the sample surface to obtain morphology information. 
The tip then raises above the sample surface. The surface morphology from the first 




scan is added to the LiftHeight to maintain constant distance during the lifted scan. 
3.4 LLG Micromagnetics Simulator
TM
 
The LLG Micromagnetics SimulatorTM (a commercial software), is a full 
3-dimensional simulation tool with integrated graphics that solves the 
Landau-Lifschitz-Gilbert-Langevin equations by relaxation or integration. The 
equilibrium magnetization configuration results from the minimization of the 
system’s free energy. The energy of a ferromagnetic system is composed of : 
• The mean field exchange Eex between nearest neighbors characterized by the 
exchange coupling constant A (erg/cc); 
• The magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy Ek, which describes the interaction of 
the magnetic moments with the crystal field characterized by the constant Ku 
(erg/cc); 
• The surface magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy Eks, which corrects for broken 
symmetry near surfaces in the interaction of the magnetic moments with the 
crystal field, and is characterized by the constant Ks (erg/cm
2); 
• The magnetostatic self-energy Es, which arises from the interaction of the 
magnetic moments with the magnetic fields created by discontinuous 
magnetization distributions both in the bulk and at the surface; 
• The external magnetic field energy Eh, which arises from the interaction of the 
magnetic moments with any external applied magnetic fields (zeman energy); 
• The magnetostrictive energy Er, which arises when mechanical stress (strains) are 
applied to a ferromagnetic material thereby introducing effective anisotropy into 




the system characterized by Km (erg/cc). 
The energy terms considered in the simulator include exchange coupling (Ex), 
uniaxial anisotropy (Ek), stray field (or demagnetization including dipole-dipole 
interactions) (Ed) and external field (Ez) contributions: 
lml = 4 +  + , + n                   Eq. 3-2 
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4. Calculation of magnetization reversal of Co/Pd bit patterned 
media 
4.1 Introduction 
Fig. 4.1 A schematic of the Co/Pd based magnetic medi
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overall sample79, by counting the number of bright and dark islands after DC 
demagnetization and subsequent saturation at 16 kOe followed by application of 
different reversing/switching fields (SF) orthogonal to the sample surface. We could 
obtain the hysteresis loop (or demagnetization curve) from the MFM study. The 
reversal magnetic fields for individual islands were used in the calculation of 
switching field distribution. The intrinsic SFD can be determined by measuring a 
series of partial reversal curves using the recently developed ∆H (M, ∆M) method66, 72, 
80, in which the reversal of magnetic grains (or in this case islands) is analyzed by 
varying the magnetostatic environment. In our calculation, the same number of 
magnetic bits (here 121 bits) was used. Then, we used the formula in the calculation 
of critical magnetic field for the reversal of individual islands: Hc=Hc,int-ΣMs×Vbit/r
3, 
where Hc is the critical field, Hc,int is the initial critical field without dipole-dipole 
interactions, and Σ represents the dipole-dipole interactions from neighboured islands. 
Based on the measured intrinsic switching field distribution (SFD), 121 Hc,int values 
were generated through a Gaussian distribution based on the measured intrinsic SFD 
and randomly assigned to the 121 magnetic bits. 
4.3 Results and discussions 
4.3.1 Microstructures of continuous Co/Pd multilaye 




Fig. 4.2 (a) in-plane (∥) and out-of-plane (⊥) hysteresis loops of continuous Co/Pd 
multi-layered film before patterning. The inset shows the enlarged out-of-plane 
hysteresis loop; (b) XRD patterns of Co/Pd multi-layered film before patterning. 
 
The in-plane and out-of-plane hysteresis loops of the continuous Co/Pd film 
before patterning are shown in Fig. 4. (a), showing a large perpendicular anisotropy 
with a magnetic anisotropy field of 34 kOe. The saturation magnetization of the film 
plane is 470 emu/cc with an out-of-plane coercivity Hc of 780 Oe. Co/Pd multilayers 
with a cobalt thickness of less than 8 nm possess a magnetization easy axis which is 
perpendicular to the plane of the material and exhibit a large magneto-optic Kerr 
rotation81, which makes this material a promising candidate for high density data 
storage. The perpendicular anisotropy in the Co/Pd multilayer results from the 
hybridization of the d-shell electrons at the interfaces between Co and Pd layers82. Fig. 
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4. (b) presents the XRD patterns for Co/Pd continuous film in the 2Θ region between 
35°and 50°.A strong face-centered-cubic (fcc)-CoPd (111) peak and a weak fcc-CoPd 
(200) peak were observed at around 40.8°and 47.9° respectively, showing a strong 
(111) texture. Besides, there also shows fcc-Pd (111) peak, which are attributed to the 
seed layer and cap layer of this multi-layered magnetic films. When Co-Pd is formed 
into multilayers with sufficiently thin layers of Co (few nm), a coherent fcc structure 
is formed with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy81. It has been reported that the 
origin of perpendicular magnetic anisotropy of the Co/Pd multilayered film derives 
from the interfacial magnetic anisotropy of Co and Pd layers83. Carcia et al.84, 85 
reported that (111) texture is favorable for large perpendicular anisotropy and high 
coercivity86. The shoulder present on the left side of the peak is due to oscillations 
resulting from interference of the highly coherent x-ray beam with the multilayer film, 
and should not be mistaken for variations in lattice constant within the material, the 
same results are also reported in reference 87. 
4.3.2 Measurement of switching field distribution of Co/Pd islands based on 
MFM observation 
 
Fig. 4.3 (a) SEM images of 11×11 bits pattern with bit length of 80 nm, pitch size of 
100 nm; (b) demagnetization loop (hysteresis loop) (black) obtained from MFM 
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patterns taken from different fields in comparison with the calculated 
demagnetization curve (red). Inserts: MFM images of remnant states after saturated 
followed by different reversing/switching field applied along a direction 
perpendicular to the media surface, showing that the number of reversal single 
domain island increase with increasing switching field strength and then saturates in 
the opposite direction. 
 
Fig. 4. (a) shows the SEM image of 11x11 Co/Pd bits after the patterning with an 
island size of 80 nm and a pitch size of 100 nm. In this work, we performed a 
micro-magnetic LLG calculation. Using the saturation magnetization and magnetic 
anisotropy field as described in the above paragraph, 80 nm Co/Pd bits are magnetic 
single domains. We used MFM to study demagnetization processes in this work. In 
order to study the demagnetization process, we first saturated the specimen using a 
magnetic field of -16 kOe. At the remanence state (the field reduced to zero), all the 
magnetic bits were bright under MFM, indicating that the magnetization direction of 
all the bits is kept to be parallel to the negative field (“down”). After the application 
of a positive field of 8.5 kOe, no change was found as shown in Fig. 4. (b). 
Demagnetization started at ∼9 kOe, as shown by a few dark spots. The number of 
dark spots increased with increasing positive field and the remanence ratio (ratio of 
bright bits to dark bits) decreased. The demagnetization process completed at 13-14 
kOe.  From the remanence ratio values, a magnetic hysteresis loop (demagnetization 
curve) was obtained as shown in Fig. 4. (b).   
4.3.3 Calculation of switching field distribution of Co/Pd islands 




Fig. 4.4 (a) 121 values of intrinsic switching field for individual island after Gauss 
distribution with 2σ = 1.2 kOe; (b) the distribution of magnetic reversal fields in 
columns and the corresponding normal distribution (SFD) as solid line (upper), and 
obtained intrinsic SFD (dashed line) and the calculated SFD (solid) (lower). 
Fig. 4. (a) (upper) shows remanence coercivity fields (or switching fields) for 
individual bits. The SFD is normalized by fitting the columns shown in the upper figure of 
Fig. 4 (b). Here, x axis represent external magnetic field which is perpendicular to the film 
surface. The magnetic field interval is 200Oe.Y axis represents how many islands switched 
at that external field (shown in x axis). Take y axis (with the value of 15) at 11 kOe for 
example. 15 in y axis means there are 15 islands switching when the applied field increased 
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from 10.8kOe to 11kOe.Using the Gaussian statistics, we could obtain a switching field 
distribution with a broadening of 2\=2.0 kOe.  In this work, we used the ∆H (M, 
∆M) method66, 72, 88 to calculate the intrinsic switching field distribution. The intrinsic 
SFD was estimated to be 2\=1.2 kOe.   
 
Fig. 4.5 Observed MFM patterns taken after demagnetization at different magnetic 
fields (upper), and the calculated magnetic domain patterns (lower). 
 
In this work, we used the formula to calculate critical magnetic fields (switching 
fields) for individual magnetic islands: Hc=Hc,int-ΣMs×Vbit/r
3, where Hc is the critical 
field, Hc,int is the initial critical field without dipole-dipole interactions, and Σ 
represents the dipole-dipole interactions from neighbored islands. For our theoretical 
calculation, we used the intrinsic SFD of 2\=1.2 kOe to generate 121 switching fields 
based on Gaussian distribution. The 121 switching fields were randomly assigned to 
121 bits with the same pattern as shown in Fig. 4. (a). In the calculation of Σ for a 
particular island, we considered the dipole-dipole interactions of this island with 
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nearest 4 neighbored and second nearest 4 neighbored islands. The interactions from 
further islands are negligibly small. The calculated magnetic domain patterns at 
different applied fields along the direction perpendicular to the film surface are shown 
in Fig. 4. (lower). It shows that the calculated patterns and the number of switched 
bits are well comparable with the observed results from MFM (upper). Compared 
with the intrinsic SFD (dashed line in Fig. 4. (b) (lower)), dipole-dipole interactions 
cause a significant SFD broadening (solid line in Fig. 4. (b) (lower)). The width of 2σ 
= 1.7 kOe after the calculation with the consideration of the distribution of 
dipole-dipole interactions agreed relatively well with our experimental data (2σ = 2.0 
kOe). Besides of dipole-dipole interactions, other factors, such pinning centers and 
thermal activation processes, would lead to further broadening in SFD. 
In order to further study the mechanism(s) of coercivity and switching field 
distribution for BPM, we have done the following calculation: Hc,int=Hk·α+Hdemag, 
here Hk is anisotropy field,  Hdemag  is demagnetizing field. Without considering 
defects, the theoretic value for Hc,int is 29 kOe (α=1) which is much larger than the 
experimental value of 10.85 kOe, we fitted the equation by α value of 0.455 in order 
to keep consistent with the experimental results. Here, α is the parameter describes 
the presence of defects of an inhomogeneous magnetic region on the surface which 
including edges damages, thermal activation, etc89.  
4.4 Conclusions 
Single bits switching filed distribution is simulated by considering intrinsic 
switching field and dipole-dipole interactions. The calculated results were comparable 
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with measurement results. Dipole-dipole interactions play an important role in 
broadening of switching field distribution. The switching field distribution increased 
from 2σ = 1.2 kOe to 1.7 kOe. The further broadening in SFD may be attributed to 
other factors, such as the presence of defects, pinning centers and thermal activation 
processes which should be studied further.  
In this chapter, we want to give a straightforward model to illustrate how the 
dipole-dipole interactions from neighbored islands effect on the SFD of the BPM. We 
calculated the dipole-dipole interaction by taken as the dot moment concentrated on 
the center of the surface, however, there is a large aspect ratio of the dot (dot size of 
80 nm, thickness of 12 nm), the magneto-static field is not homogeneous throughout 
its entire volume, edges effect should be considered. LLG (Landau–Lifshitz–Gilbert) 
is used to perform micromagnetic simulation on the switching processes by divided 
every dot into sub-moments with cell size of 2nm × 2nm × 2nm, details will be 
discussed in the following chapters. 
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5. Micromagnetic simulation of magnetization reversal of 
Co/Pd bit patterned media 
5.1 Introduction 
In Chapter 4, we assumed that [Co/Pd] island is uniform and can be considered 
as "a single spin" in calculation. However, lithography and ion milling technologies 
used in sample preparation may lead to defects and therefore non-uniform island. 
Magnetic imaging and micromagnetic simulations have shown that non-uniform 
magnetization configurations in patterned area can considerably affect the 
magnetization reversal90. At submicron scale, different domain configurations can 
result in different switching modes, thereby different switching fields91. Therefore, 
understanding of the domain structure and the magnetization reversal in such 
patterned media is important for the further development. 
In this chapter, we used a micromagnetic software (micromagnetic simulations 
based on the Landau–Lifshitz–Gilbert (LLG) equation) to calculate switching field 
distribution (SFD). In order to verify if our LLG simulation can deliver reasonable 
results, we compared simulated results with experimental data. The parameters for 
simulation were obtained from experimental results (saturation magnetization Ms, 
anisotropy energy and coercivity (effective anisotropy field). 
5.2 Methods 
5.2.1 Experimental 
The continuous film studied in this work was Ta(50 Å)/Pd(50 Å)/[Co(3 Å)/Pd(9 
Å)]10/Pd(30 Å)/Ta(20 Å) multilayer with an effective Co/Pd layer thickness of 12 nm, 
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as shown in Fig. 5.1 (a).  
 
Fig. 5.1 Preparation and magnetic properties of continuous film and Bit patterned 
area: (a) continuous film and its hysteresis loop; (b) Bit patterned area and its 
normalized hysteresis loop plotted through MFM observation, the inserted pictures 
are MFM pictures at corresponding applied field. 
 
An area of 1.08×1.08 µm2 was patterned into 80-nm islands with a separation of 
20 nm (Bit patterned area with 11 islands ×11 islands) as shown in Fig. 5.1 (b). For 
this patterned area, it is not possible to get the hysteresis loop directly using VSM or 
SQUIDs because the patterned area is too small and the area is embedded in the 
continuous film. We assumed that magnetic islands in patterned area are single 
domain (as confirmed in our theoretical analysis in this work), MFM is used in the 
calculation of the magnetization of the patterned area, by counting the number of 
bright and dark islands after saturation at 16 kOe followed by application of different 
reversing/switching fields (SF) orthogonal to the sample surface. The normalized 




psts                                                Eq. 5-1 
Here Nd is the number of dark islands, Nb is the number of bright islands, Ntot is 
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the total number of the islands, M is the magnetization and Ms is the saturation 
magnetization. The MFM patterns corresponding to different demagnetization fields 
are shown in Fig. 5.1 (b). 
5.2.2 Micromagnetic simulation 
In the simulation part, all the parameters used in LLG micro-magnetic 
simulation were obtained from our experimental measurements. An exchange 
stiffness of 10-6 erg/cm was used based on references reported in80, 92, 93. The energy 
terms considered are the exchange coupling (Ex), uniaxial anisotropy (Ek), stray field 
(or demagnetization including dipole-dipole interactions) (Ed) and external field (Ez) 
contributions: 
lml = 4 +  + , + n                 Eq. 5-2 
The size of the finite element mesh is 2 nm for all simulations for a single island. 
For the simulation of 11 islands 11 islands, the element size is 5 nm due to LLG 
software limitation. These element sizes were well below the exchange length = 8.5 
nm for Co/Pd. The exchange length can be estimated using the formula as shown 
below: 
3+4 = u7 ( + 2:;<=⁄ )                   Eq. 5-3 
The obtained bitmap with islands with spin-up and spin-down configurations can 
reveal the demagnetization process based on Eq. 5-1. 
5.3 Results and discussion 
5.3.1 Experimental results of continuous film and MFM study on the patterned 
area 
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As the in-plane and out-of-plane hysteresis loops shown in Fig. 5.1 (a), the 
continuous film before patterning has a magnetic anisotropy field of 30 kOe, 
saturation magnetization of 470 emu/cc, and a large perpendicular magnetic 
anisotropy of 7.05× 10w erg/cc which is calculated through12: 
 = Px∙Fo=                                                 Eq. 5-4 
Where Ku is anisotropy constant, Ha is anisotropy field, Ms is saturated 
magnetization. 
MFM was used in the evaluation of switching fields and switching field 
distribution. The switching fields for each island were recorded. The distribution is 
shown in Fig. 5.2. Gaussian statistics was used to study the broadening of switching 
field distribution (SFD) and the value of 2σ can be obtained from the curve fitting: 
(1z) = E√=LTM ]
({|`{|,t)M
M}M                                   Eq. 5-5 
Here SFD is given by the value of 2\, where σ is defined as standard deviation 
in Gaussian distribution. The total SFD for our bit patterned area is estimated to be 2
 = 2.0 kOe. Dipole-dipole interactions is removed by recently developed ∆H (M, 
∆M) method72, 88, which is used to determine the intrinsic SFD by measuring a series 
of partial reversal curves from the experiment. The intrinsic SFD was estimated to be 
2 = 1.2 kOe, as shown by the dashed curve in Fig. 5.2. 




Fig. 5.2 The distribution of measured switching fields in columns and the 
corresponding Gaussian distribution (SFD) as solid line and obtained intrinsic SFD 
(dashed line). 
 
5.3.2 Range of single domain island sizes for Co/Pd multilayers based Bit 
patterned Media 
In bit patterned media, first of all, the island size must be big enough to fulfill 
the thermal stability criterion of94: 
 ∙  ≥ 60!" ∙ #               Eq. 5-6 
Based on the parameters obtained from our experiments (Ms and Ku), the 
smallest island size for Co/Pd multilayer with a thickness of 12 nm is calculated to be 
5.4 nm.  In this work, we only consider island size which exceeds the critical size for 
thermal stability. 
 
Fig. 5.3 illustration of the different domain configuration (one domain, two-domain 





On the other hand, the island size must be of single domain particle size (as the 
upper limit). Critical sizes for single domain were studied by LLG micromagnetic 
simulation. One island from bit patterned area with effective height of 12 nm but with 
different island sizes was chosen as shown in Fig. 5.3. Three different kinds of 
domain structures (single-domain, two-domain, four-domain) were used in this work. 
We calculated the total energy (including the domain wall energy) for the three kinds 
of domain structures. 
 
Fig. 5.4 Energy density in the dependent of island sizes for the different area (single 
domain, two-domain and four-domain). 
 
Fig. 5.4 shows the simulated total energy density as a function of island size for 
single domain, two-domain, and four-domain, respectively. The enlarged figure 
shows that energy density of the single domain and two domain states intersect at 
about 280nm, two domain and four domain states intersect at about 350nm. Therefore, 
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single domain state is energetically stable below 280nm. Above 280nm, it is 
energetically more favorable for the island to split into two domains. Above 350nm, 
the island has a multi-domain structure, for example a four-domain structure. As a 
conclusion, the single domain island size of Co/Pd film with a thickness of 12 nm is 
around 280 nm. Therefore, the bit patterned area with an island size of 80 nm is of 
single domain. The result agreed with our MFM observation and fulfilled the premise 
as described earlier. 
5.3.3 Magnetic properties of a single island 
Experimental results show that although large perpendicular magnetic anisotropy 
is obtained from the continuous film (Ha = 30 kOe), the coercivity measured for the 
patterned area is much lower (Hc= 10.9 kOe). Therefore, in the simulation part, the 
second work is to calculate the effective coercivity in consideration of defect effect 
and demagnetization field based on the formula95-97:  
1z = ~ ∙ 1. − 1,                                              Eq. 5-7                                
Here, Hc is the switching field (coercivity), Ha is the anisotropy field, Hd is the 
demagnetization field and α is the factor which describes the resultant effect of 
coercivity reduction (here due to present defects and etching damage98). The 
demagnetizing field is uniform once the magnetization is uniform, which can be 
calculated by the following equation: 
1, = A ∙ ;<                    Eq. 5-8                           
D is demagnetizing factor of thin disk which is determined by the ratio of 
thickness to diameter of the island. In this work, D could be automatically calculated 
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by LLG simulator after inputting the parameters of island size, the value is 0.74.  
It is to note that dipole-interactions (∑ 1,-) will not affect the average value of 
coercivity, but will broaden the coercivity distribution (switching field distribution) of 
a patterned area.  
In this work, hysteresis loops for a single Co/Pd island with an island size of 80 
nm were obtained by LLG micro-magnetic simulator. As shown in Fig. 5.5, when we 
take anisotropy field of 30 kOe and α= 1, the calculated hysteresis loop has a 
coercivity to be 25.7 kOe, which is much larger than experiment result (10.9 kOe). 
The strong reduction may be attributed to presence of defects and possible etching 
damage98. We have calculated hysteresis loops using differentα values (0.25, 0.5 and 
0.75). Our calculation results have shown that α = 0.5 results in a coercivity of 11.2 
kOe, which is close to our obtained coercivity from experiments, as shown in Fig. 
5.5. 
 
Fig. 5.5 normalized hysteresis loops when keeping all parameters of the sample the 
same but different values of coefficient α. 




Fig. 5.6 relationship between coercivity and island sizes for different film thicknesses 
of 6nm, 12nm and 24nm respectively. 
Based on the obtained Ha and Ms values, and α = 0.5, we calculated coercivity of 
a single island in the dependent of film thickness and island size (up to 200 nm, as the 
islands are still single domain islands). Fig. 5.6 is the relationship between coercivity 
and island size for different film thicknesses of 6nm, 12nm and 24nm respectively. 
We can get the conclusions that coercivity increases with the film thickness if the 
island size is the same, and coercivity decreases with increasing island size when we 
keep film thickness constant. All above changes are mainly due to the 
demagnetization effect which is represented as the demagnetization factor D (D 
dependent on film thickness and island size) shown in equation Eq. 5-8. 
5.3.4 Dipole-dipole interactions 




Fig. 5.7 illustration that how neighbored islands decrease or increase the energy 
barrier of single island‘s reversal. The solid line is the energy barrier of the 
single-domain particle without influence of neighbors. The dashed line is the energy 
barrier after consideration of dipole-dipole interactions. 
 
Dipole-dipole interactions can broaden the switching field distribution (SFD). As 
shown from our experimental results, dipole-dipole interactions can increase SFD 
from 1.2 kOe (intrinsic SFD) to 2.0 kOe. In this work, we have studied how 
dipole-dipole interactions can affect SFD using LLG simulator. In order to quantify 
the maximum dipole-dipole interactions imposed on a single island in bit patterned 
area, we have studied the case of one island surrounded by 8 neighbored islands. Here 
the model is made of 3 islands×3 islands with the separation of 20 nm and an island 
size of 80 nm. The island in the middle can be switched with Ms = 470 emu/cc, Ha = 
30 kOe and α = 0.5, while surrounded islands are pinned in the spin-up configuration 
as shown in Fig. 5.7. 
Fig. 5.7 is the illustration that how neighbored islands decrease or increase the 
energy barrier for the magnetization reversal of single-domain island in the middle. 
There are two situations: the energy barrier will decrease due to dipole-dipole 
interactions, if the neighbored islands have the same direction; while when 
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neighbored islands are in the opposite direction, the energy barrier will increase. The 
reduced barrier should result in decrease in switching field, while an increase of the 
barrier should increase switching field. 
 
Fig. 5.8 (a) Normalized demagnetization loop (hysteresis loop) for single island by 
considering dipole-dipole interactions (dash curve) and without consideration of 
dipole-dipole interactions (solid one); (b) bitmaps (magnetization states) of the single 
island at the different points in the hysteresis loop (a-n) without and with 
consideration of dipole-dipole interactions. These bitmaps show reversal processes at 
different fields without and with consideration of dipole-dipole interactions. 
 
In the simulation process, the sample is saturation at 50 kOe followed by 
application of reversing/switching fields (SF) orthogonal to the sample surface then 
we could obtain the full hysteresis loop (or demagnetization curve), as shown in Fig. 
5.8 (a). Solid and dash curves are demagnetization loops for the single island without 
and with considering dipole-dipole interactions, respectively. At the initial states, all 
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the islands have positive magnetization. When the neighbors have the same 
magnetization direction of the single-domain island in the center, the coercivity 
decreases form 11.1 kOe (without the consideration of dipole-dipole interactions) to 
10.5 kOe (with the consideration of dipole-dipole interactions). In the second half of 
the hysteresis loop, all neighbors have magnetization direction which is opposite to 
direction of the island in the center. The obtained coercivity increases form 11.1 kOe 
(without the consideration of dipole-dipole interactions) to 11.5 kOe (with the 
consideration of dipole-dipole interactions). 
Furthermore, we studied the reversal process for the single island when 
considering and without considering dipole-dipole interactions obtained by LLG 
simulation. As shown in Fig. 5.8 (b), the upper pictures are bitmaps corresponding to 
different field points of hysteresis loop in Fig. 5.8 (a) (solid curve) without 
consideration of dipole-dipole interactions. It can be found that the reversal process 
starts at the central area followed by rapid domain wall propagation processes. The 
lower pictures are corresponding bitmaps when we consider dipole-dipole 
interactions. A similar reversal process is observed that the reversal occurred at the 
central areas followed by rapid domain wall propagation. In conclusion, dipole-dipole 
interactions can change switching field of one single island in the order of ±0.4 kOe. 
But, dipole-dipole interactions with surrounding islands will not change the reversal 
process of the single island in the middle. 
5.3.5 Switching Field (SF) and Switching Field Distribution (SFD) for Bit 
patterned area 
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In this chapter, we calculated switching field distribution (SFD) of a bit 
patterned area of ordered arrays (11 islands×11 islands, as the same of patterned area 
in our experimental work). 121 intrinsic switching field Hc,int values
99 were generated 
through a Gaussian distribution 2σ = 1.2 kOe with the same distribution as shown in 
Fig. 5.2. After assigning to each island, full hysteresis loop after considering 
dipole-dipole interactions could be gained by simulation. The switching fields for 
individual islands were used in the calculation of switching field distribution. 
 
Fig. 5.9 (a) Demagnetization loop (hysteresis loop) for a bit patterned area (11×11 
islands). Inserts: bitmap images obtained after demagnetization with different fields 
(the reversing/switching field applied along a direction perpendicular to the medium 
surface); (b) the distribution of switching fields in columns and the corresponding 
Gaussian distribution as solid line (upper is intrinsic SFD and lower is the obtained 
total SFD). 




Fig. 5.9 (a) shows the simulated hysteresis loop for bit patterned area (11×11 
islands). The corresponding coercivity is read as 11.0 kOe, which is in good 
agreement with the experiment result100. Inserted bitmap showed remnant states of 
individual islands. We can see that islands in the bit patterned area switched randomly. 
It is favorable for data storage application because applied field can secure 
addressability of individual predefined islands without overwriting adjacent islands. 
Fig. 5.9 (b) is the distribution of magnetic switching fields in columns and the 
calculated normal distribution (SFD) for the bit patterned area (11×11 islands). Fig. 
5.9 (b) shows that the SFD width increases from 1.2 kOe (upper) to 1.9 kOe (lower) 
when dipole-dipole interactions are considered. This value agrees well with 
experimental results (2σ=2.0 kOe). 
 
Fig. 5.10 (a) the relationship between SFD/Hc and island size when island separation 
is 20 nm; (b) the relationship between SFD/Hc and island separation when island size 
is 10 nm. Solid and dash curves are for islands with thickness of 12 nm and 6 nm, 
respectively. 
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In order to achieve higher storage density, the island size and separation should 
be reduced. On the other hand, strong dipole-dipole interactions may increase 
switching field distribution to an unacceptable level (20-30% of the mean coercivity). 
In this work, we have studied SFD in the dependent of island size and island 
separation. 
     We first kept island separation to 20 nm and then varied island size from 10 nm 
to 100 nm. As shown in Fig. 5.10 (a), the SFD/Hc (Hc is coercivity) linearly increased 
with the island size. That is because large island size will lead to increase of the total 
dipole moment of an island. An increase in dipole moment will result in stronger 
dipole-dipole interactions. If we kept island size of 10nm and varied island separation 
from 5 nm to 40 nm. SFD/Hc decreased with island separation, as shown in Fig. 5. (b). 
When islands separation reaches 20 nm, SFD/Hc remains a constant and is no longer 
dependent on separation. Moreover, relative SFD is not related to film thickness. 
Based on these results above, the optimized pattern with both maximum storage 
density and low SFD is the pattern with an island size of 10 nm and island separation 
of 20 nm. The SFD/Hc is only 9.2%，which is well below the threshold of 10% for 
1Tbit/in2 pattern media. 
5.4 Conclusions 
Dipole-dipole interaction’s contribution to broaden SFD in bit patterned area is 
quantitatively studied by both experiment and simulation. In the experiment part, 
demagnetization process and switching field distribution for a bit patterned area were 
measured by MFM. The switching field distribution (SFD) width increased from 1.2 
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kOe to 2.0 kOe when dipole-dipole interactions are considered. 
Bit patterned area of Co/Pd film with an island size of 80 nm was confirmed to 
be single domain in the first step, as the smallest thermal stability size and largest 
single domain island size were evaluated to be 8.5 nm and 280 nm. The effective 
coercivity of a single isolated island when considering defect effect was determined 
by simulation subsequently. Ceorcivity of a single island in the dependent of film 
thickness and island size was also studied, the coercivity increases with the film 
thickness and decreases with increasing island size mainly due to demagnetization 
effect. 
Bit patterned area was also simulated in this work. Mechanism that how 
dipole-dipole interactions broaden SFD was illustrated and simulated by LLG. We 
have found out that dipole-dipole interactions can change switching field of one 
single island in the order of ±0.4 kOe, but dipole-dipole interactions of surrounding 
islands will not change its reversal process. 
Switching field distribution of a bit patterned area of 11 islands×11 islands were 
calculated based on simulated hysteresis loop. The switching field distribution 
increased from 2σ =1.2 kOe to 1.9 kOe when dipole-dipole interactions are 
considered. This value agrees well with the experimental results. Optimized pattern 
area with a minimized SFD and maximized data storage densities are found out to be 
with an island size of 10 nm and islands separation of 20 nm. The calculated ratio of 
SFD/Hc is 9.2%, which is well below the threshold of 10% for 1Tbit/in
2 pattern 
media. 
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6. Angular dependence and temperature effect on 
magnetization reversal of Co/Pd bit patterned media 
6.1 Introduction 
Studies89, 101 pointed out that thermal agitation has a great impact on the 
magnetization reversal process on bit patterned media. Meanwhile, the effect of 
misalignment of the magnetic anisotropy axis from the out-of-plane direction is also 
expected to have a severe impact on the SFD, especially due to the strong angular 
dependence of the switching field as predicted by the Stoner-Wohlfarth model102-104. 
In this regard, much of the motivation for this work is rooted in the reversal process 
that occurs in perpendicularly magnetized Co/Pd multilayer systems with highly 
exchange coupled. Temperature effects and angle dependence on critical field (Hcr) 
and SFD of the patterned Co/Pd islands are studied by both experiment and 
micromagnetic simulation. This chapter is meaningful because it takes into account 
the combination of BPM with heat-assist magnetic recording (HAMR) and tilt 
magnetic recording media, which is widely believed to effective to the development 
of future high density recording technology62. 
6.2 Experimental details 
The sample used in this chapter is the same with previous chapters. In the study 
of temperature effects, the sample was first immersed in liquid nitrogen (77K) and 
then saturated prior to the application of a reverse magnetic field. The magnetic field 
was subsequently removed and the sample brought to room temperature for MFM 
imaging. The remanence curve was produced by repeating this process for several 
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applied field values and counting the number of islands that reversed. Here, the SFD 
is defined as the differentiated easy-axis remanence curve measured starting from the 
fully magnetized state curve. Gaussian statistics was used to study the broadening of 
SFD and the value of 2σ (standard deviation of Gaussian distribution) can be obtained 
from the curve fitting.  
During the angle dependence measurement, the patterned sample was first 
saturated at a high positive field and followed with the external reversal field applied 
at an angle  relative to the film normal. The remanence curve for patterned part was 
obtained by the same MFM observation method mentioned previously. The angle 
dependence of the switching fields was also obtained from LLG micromagnetic 
simulation.  
6.3 Results and discussions 
6.3.1 Temperature dependence of switching field distribution of Co/Pd islands 




Fig. 6.1 In-plane(//) and out-of- ⊥plane( ) hysteresis loops of continuous Co/Pd 
multilayered film before patterning at 300K (a) and 77K (b). The inset shows the 
enlarged out-of-plane hysteresis loop. 
 
The in-plane and out-of-plane hysteresis loops of the continuous Co/Pd film 
before patterning at 300 K and 77 K are shown in Fig. 6.1 (a) and Fig. 6.1 (b), 
respectively. Anisotropy field (Ha), coercivity (Hc) and saturation magnetization (Ms) 
were obtained directly from the curves, while anisotropy constant (Ku) was roughly 
calculated from the formula:  = Px∙Fo=  for sample at 300 K. All the results were 
summarized in Tab. 6-1. 
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Tab. 6-1 Comparison of some magnetic properties for Co/Pd multilayer at 300K and 
77K 
 
At 300 K, experimental results showed that although large perpendicular 
magnetic anisotropy was obtained from the continuous film (Ha=30 kOe), the 
coercivity measured for the patterned area was much lower (Hcr=10.39 kOe). The 
strong reduction may be attributed to presence of defects and possible etching 
damages89. This effect has been actually considered in our simulation.  Before our 
simulation, we used the formula of Hc,int =αHa – NMs for the determination of 
effective anisotropy constant,α describes the reduction in coercivity as a result of 
different defects including soft-magnetic grains (for example, Co) and edge damage 
during the patterning process, NMs is the demagnetization of the island. In the 
simulation part, we assumed that the island was uniform but with reduced anisotropy, 
named effective anisotropy constant Ku,eff. We simulated hysteresis loops using 
different αvalues (0.25, 0.5 and 0.75) (simulation process not shown in this paper). 
We found that 50% reduced anisotropy may results in a coercivity of 11.2 kOe, which 
was close to our obtained coercivity from experiments (10.85 kOe). Therefore, the 
value of 0.5 Ku was taken as Ku,eff in the simulation process at 300 K in this paper. 
According to the same method, value of Ku,eff  for sample at 77 K was also 
determined, as shown in Tab. 6-1. 




Fig. 6.2 (a) hysteresis loops obtained from MFM patterns taken from different fields 
at 300K (black square) and 77K (red dot). Insert: MFM images of remnant states after 
saturation followed by different reversing/switching field applied along a direction 
perpendicular to the media surface, showing that the number of reversal single 
domain islands increases with increasing switching field strength and then saturates in 
the opposite direction. (b) Switching field distribution (SFD) obtained from 
differentiating hysteresis curve followed by Gaussian fitting at 300K (black solid) and 
77K (red dash), respectively. 
 
Hysteresis curves for patterned area (11islands×11islands) at 300 K and 77 K are 
shown in Fig. 6.2. Inserted MFM images are remanence states at corresponding 
applied fields at 77 K, which were used to calculate the magnetization of the 
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patterned area. Sharp and uniform switching for each individual island in patterned 
area observed by MFM images indicating little exchange coupling exist between 
islands. Normalized magnetization can be calculated by formula: FFo =
pp
psts  , here, 
(_ and (_ is the number of islands non-reversed and reversed, respectively. The 
curve showed that the critical field (Hcr) increased from 11 kOe at 300 K to 13 kOe at 
77 K, indicating that the thermal energy of the island decreases. Therefore, the island 
is hard to switched at lower temperature. The value of 2σ, which is represented as 
broaden of SFD, can be obtained by differentiating hysteresis curve followed by 
Gaussian fitting. The absolute SFD at lower temperature (2σ=2.6kOe) was larger than 
that at higher temperature (2σ=2.2kOe), however, the relative SFD (taken as SFD/Hcr) 
showed no difference with the change of temperature. We can get the conclusion that 
critical field decreased as the temperature, which can be explained that thermal 
energy decreased the switching energy barrier. However, the relative SFD was 
independent on temperature, indicating that SFD are not caused by random thermal 
fluctuations. In addition, we observed the nucleation magnetic fields for the M-H 
loops measured at 77K and 300 K are the same, indicating the field at which the 
magnetization start to decrease is dominated by the nucleation (defects) rather than 
thermal effect. And the volume of the defects is very small compared to the island 
size. Because the Co/Pd system is highly exchange coupled, larger SFD at 77 K may 
due to reversal process which is a kind nucleation followed by rapid domain-wall 
movement. 




Fig. 6.3 Switching field distribution curves for Co/Pd patterned area at 77K obtained 
by simulation (dash) and experimental (dot). Solid curve represented the intrinsic 
SFD curve.  
 
Fig. 6.3 showed a series SFD curves at 77 K obtained by simulation and 
experiment, respectively. Dot curve (with 2σ=2.6 and SFD/Hcr=20%) is experimental 
total SFD differentiated from experimental normalized hysteresis curve. Solid curve 
(with 2σ=1.2 and SFD/Hcr=9.2%) is intrinsic SFD after removing dipole-dipole 
interactions by reported ∆H (M, ∆M) method66, 72, 88. As shown in dash curve in Fig. 
6.3, simulated total SFD (with 2σ=2.3 and SFD/Hcr=18%) is much closed to 
experimental results. The further broaden of SFD by experimental may result from 
variation in magnetic and structural properties, etc. 
6.3.2 Angular dependence of switching field distribution of Co/Pd islands 




Fig. 6.4 Angle dependence of the critical fields by simulation (solid) and 
experimental (dash), respectively. Here, applied angle is defined as angle between 
applied field and film normal. 
 
Fig. 6.4 compares the experimentally found angle dependence with 
micromagnetic simulations. Simulation model was based on the experimental data as 
described above, using 11 ×11 square elements as models for the islands of the 
patterned media. As shown in Fig. 6.4, although both experimental and simulated 
critical fields showed the same trends towards to applied angles, experimental 
measurement revealed larger critical field than simulation values at the same angle. In 
simulation process, we assumed that all islands have their easy axis perpendicular to 
the film plane, and the film is homogenous. Although defects effect is removed by 
using modified effective anisotropy constant (about 0.5 Ku) by simulation fitting, the 
magnitude reduction could not exhibit a more complicated behavior in defects regions. 
J. M. Shaw104 and P. Krone105 showed that defects in Co/Pd multilayer patterned 
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islands are not only simply regions of reduced anisotropy but also exhibit a more 
complicated behavior that includes a deviation in anisotropy axis. The higher critical 
fields shown in experimental indicating that islands in patterned area were not 
switched coherently, the process was rather a kind of nucleation followed by rapid 
domain-wall propagation89, 106, 107. 
 
Fig. 6.5 (a) Absolute SFD as a function of the angles by simulation (dash) and 
experimental measurement (dash dot), respectively. The solid line represented 
absolute intrinsic SFD. (b) Relative SFD (SFD/Hcr) as a function of the angles by 
simulation (dash) and experimental measurement (dash dot), respectively. And the 
solid line represented the intrinsic relative SFD.  
 
The absolute SFD and relative SFD (SFD/Hcr) as a function of the angles by 
simulation and experimental measurement were obtained and compared, as shown in 
Fig. 6.5. The solid line was intrinsic switching field distribution without considering 
dipole-dipole interactions. From the observation of Fig. 6.5 (a), both intrinsic SFD 
and calculated total SFD revealed a clear minimum at 45º. And the experimental 
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absolute SFD showed only a weak dependence on the angle when the angle is above 
15º. However, for the design of a magnetic recording system, the value of SFD/Hcr 
might be more important for experimentalists.105, 108 Therefore SFD/Hcr as function of 
angle was also shown in Fig. 6.5 (b). It turns out that the SFD/Hcr kept constant and 
was independent of the field angles. The dipole-dipole interactions broadened 
SFD/Hcr from 12% to 20%. The simulated SFD/Hcr (dash) agreed well with our 
experimental data (dash dot). 
6.4 Conclusions 
Temperature effects and angle dependence of critical fields and switching field 
distribution of patterned Co/Pd film are studied by both experimental and simulation. 
From our observation and simulation, both critical field and absolute SFD of 
patterned area decreased with assistant of thermal energy. But thermal fluctuations 
have little contribution to the broadening of relative SFD. Although the results by 
simulation in this work agree well with our experimental observations, a more 
complicated behavior in defects regions can not simply simulated by using modified 
effective anisotropy constant. The conclusion that relative SFD is independent of the 
field angle and thermal fluctuation is meaningful for the design of a magnetic 
recording system. 
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7. Magnetic islands with configurable domain structures via 
dipole-dipole interactions and their possible applications 
7.1 Introduction 
For magnetic recording of the bit patterned media (BPM) which consisting of 
magnetic islands covering a full disk with tight spacing. It is highly desirable to 
increase the current recording densities by reducing the bit size while staying above 
the superparamagnetic limit.44, 45 However, the current grain size has approached the 
limit of conventional recording. Besides, the current technological limitation (e.g. 
recording head pole, servo tracking system, random access emulation and head wafer 
process, etc.109, 110) has restricted the use of narrow spaced magnetic islands. Strong 
exchange coupling between closely arranged bits may lead to recording failure 
because the head pole can no longer address exactly on individual predefined bits 
without overwriting adjacent bits. Thus increasing the number of stages stored in a bit 
without reducing the bit size is an essential task in the media recording. It motivates 
us to fabricate the clusters (one bit) of magnetic islands that can store multilevel 
information in a single bit via dipole-dipole interactions, which is expected to 
increase the storage density by 3 times.  
Another possible application of these configurable magnetic domain structures is 
spintronic and logic device. Nanomagnet logic (NML) 19, 21,51, 55 elements which are 
reconfigurable at run-time shows potential advantages over the rigid architecture of 
the present hardware systems.54 It processes and propagates information (logic 1 and 
logic 0) through mutual interaction between neighboring nanoscale magnets52, 56, 
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magnetic switching or domain wall motion,53, 54, 57, 58 which can be adjusted by an 
external magnetic field or spin-polarized current. However, electron spins or 
magnetizations are usually less coherent than electron charges and accurately 
controlling spin has been a relatively more difficult task than transporting electrons 
for a long time. Hence, in this work, we will modify our magnetic cluster for the 
simple and programmable associative memory. 
In this chapter, we makes use of [Co/Pd] multilayer111, 112 with a preferred axis 
perpendicular to the film plane, which exhibits a well uniformity in switching fields 
(narrow switching field distribution) after patterned into individual islands (~100nm), 
allowing for a higher storage density. Switching field of individual islands as well as 
dipole-dipole interaction between neighboring islands have been investigated by 
varying islands’ sizes and separations using micromagnetic simulation. Six stable 
remanent states in a three-island cluster is observed by Magnetic Force Microscope 
(MFM) at different external field. Based on both simulation and experimental results, 
two kinds of configurable domain structures via dipole-dipole interactions have been 
proposed. First, a “multi-states bit pattered medium” consists of several closely 
arranged magnetic islands, serves as a recording unit (one bit), to achieve ultra-high 
magnetic recording density. This “multi-states bit patterned media” can be realized 
using a spatially larger field with multilevel field strength capabilities to access the 
different magnetic states. Second, the non-volatile programmable associative memory 
with AND, OR, NAND or NOR operation. The flexible functionality can be selected 
at run time only by adjusting magnetic states of three-island cluster using a sufficient 
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current. These works lay an important milestone for future data storage and 
associative memory applications. 
7.2 Experimental  
The continuous [Co/Pd] multilayer is the same with previous chapters (chapter 
4~6). Three, five, 11x11-island cluster are generated on the continuous [Co/Pd] 
multilayer with island size of 90nm, gap of 12nm. LLG simulator is used for 
micromagnetic simulation of nanomagnets.  
7.3 Results and discussion 




Fig. 7.1 A schematic of origins of dipole-dipole interaction in a two-island cluster 
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system with different island size (different switching field). Red color island has up 
spin magnetization and blue color island has down spin magnetization. Hc0,1 and Hc0,2 
are switching fields of single island 1 and island 2 without considering dipole-dipole 
interactions. Hc0,1 is smaller than Hc0,2. When island 1 and island 2 are placed closely 
with other, their switching field could vary due to increased or decreased energy 
barrier. When a reversal field (negative field) is applied on the two-island cluster after 
saturation at the same magnetization direction (by positive field), island 1 is expected 
to switch first at (Hc0,1-Hdip) due to smaller energy barrier and dipole-dipole 
interaction. After switching of island 1, two neighboring islands have the opposite 
spin direction. Switching energy of island 2 increases due to dipole-dipole interaction, 
therefore, island 2 switch at (Hc0,2+Hdip). Hc1 and Hc2 are switching fields of island 1 
and island 2 after considering dipole-dipole interactions. The difference in switching 
fields between island 1 and island 2 in a two-island cluster system is recorded by ∆H, 
which is defined by the difference of switching fields of last-switching island and 
first-switching island. 
 
    Model of two-island cluster with different island size. Configurable magnetic 
islands via dipole-dipole interaction is the critical issue in this work. Fig.7.1 schemes 
the origins of dipole-dipole interaction between two-islands cluster and their 
controllable magnetic states via dipole-dipole interactions. Switching field of a single 
island is equal to its switching field (Hc0,1 or Hc0,2) when there is no interaction with 
the others. When an island is placed closely with other island, its switching field 
could vary due to dipole-dipole interaction and therefore increased or decreased 
energy barrier. If the neighboring islands have the same magnetization spin direction, 
switching energy barrier decrease, which results in decreasing in switching field. If 
the neighboring islands have the opposite spin direction, switching energy barrier 
increase, which leads to increasing in switching field. If a reversal field is applied on 
the two-island cluster after saturation, island 1 is expected to switch first due to 
minimum switching energy barrier followed by island 2 with higher switching energy 
barrier.   




Fig. 7.2 a schematic of switching energy barrier, magnetic states (a) and hysteresis 
loop (b) of a three-island cluster with uniform island size.  
 
Model of three-island cluster with uniform island size. Based on the 
previous model of configurable magnetic cluster via dipole-dipole interaction, 
three-island cluster with uniform island size is investigated. Fig. 7.2 schemes the 
dipole-dipole interaction between three-islands cluster and their controllable 
magnetic states via dipole-dipole interactions. For easy understanding, we number 
the islands from left to right according to the position, e. g. island 1, island 2, etc in a 
cluster in the following text. If a reversal field is applied on the cluster after 
saturation, island 2 is expected to switch first due to minimum switching energy 
barrier. When the reversal field increases, island 1 and island 3 are expected to 
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switch at the same time theoretically due to their equivalent sites in considering of 
dipole-dipole interaction. Four remanent states may be observed in the hysteresis 
loop of the three-island cluster with uniform island size.  
 
Fig. 7.3 a schematic of switching energy barrier, magnetic states (a) and hysteresis 
loop (b) of a three-island cluster with different island size.   
 
Model of three-island cluster with non-uniform island size. Furthermore, if 
switching field of three islands are deviated by different island sizes, i.e. by using 
three-islands cluster with non-uniform island size, more remanent states could be 
obtained. Coercivity of a single island increases with decreasing island size (which is 
confirmed by both experimental and micromagnetic simulation in the following 
discussion). We purposely design a cluster consisting of three islands with different 
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sizes (island 1<island 2<island 3), therefore, Hc10>Hc20>Hc30. If a reversal field is 
applied on the cluster after saturation, island 2 switches first due to strong 
dipole-dipole interactions under influence of two neighboring islands. When reversal 
field increases, switching energy barrier between island 1 and island 3 is not the same 
anymore. Although island 1 and island 3 have the same dipole-dipole interaction with 
island 2, island 3 switches earlier than island 1 due to smaller switching energy 
barrier (smaller coercivity). Six remanent states may be observed in this three-islands 
cluster with non-uniform island size, as show in its hysteresis loop, as shown in Fig. 
7.3. 
7.3.2 Demonstration of the [Co/Pd] multi-islands cluster 
 
Fig. 7.4 MFM images of single [Co/Pd] island with thickness of 12 nm and island 
size of 300nm with up (left image) and down (right image) magnetization directions. 
(b) Simulation result of coercivity (switching field) of [Co/Pd] islands as a function of 
island size by LLG simulation. Red dot is the measured coercivity by MFM 
observation. Insert: enlarged curve when island size is smaller than 100 nm.  
 
Dipole-dipole interaction can not be avoid in closely arranged islands. Therefore, in 
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this work, we expect to make good use of dipole-dipole interaction (as strong as possible) 
to generate different magnetic states, which is configurable by external field. In order to 
investigate how dipole-dipole interaction (rather than deviation in properties of magnetic 
islands) makes contribution to the switching field distribution, we expect to find out a kind 
of magnetic film with homogenous properties after patterned into to magnetic islands. 
Based on pervious 3 chapters, we find that Co/Pd islands have uniform magnetic properties. 
Therefore, in this chapter, we use Co/Pd islands to do the experimental demonstration.  
Magnetization reversal of [Co/Pd] single island. First of all, island size in 
multi-island cluster must be big enough to fulfill the thermal stability criterion 
(calculated as 5nm for this [Co/Pd] sample with effective thickness of 12 nm). On the 
other hand, the island size must be of single domain particle size as the upper limit. 
Simulation resul indicates the single domain state is energetically stable below 600nm. 
This result agrees with our MFM observation and fulfill the scope of this work. 
Coercivity of a single island as a function of island size (up to 5000nm) is also 
investigated by simulation, as shown in Fig. 7.4. The measured coercivity at different 
island size by MFM observations is indicated by red dot. Apparently, coercivity of 
island increases with island size when island size less than 20nm, which is attributed 
by superparamagnetic effects. For the island size of 20nm to 800nm, the coercivity 
increases with an decrease of island size because of demagnetization effect. When the 
island size is larger than 800nm, the island reaches stable value (~ 11kOe).  




Fig. 7.5 (a) Illustration of reversal process and corresponding switching fields for 
three-uniform-islands cluster in the presence of an external magnetic field 
perpendicular to film surface; (b) Simulation result of dipole-dipole interaction of 
three-uniform-islands [Co/Pd] cluster with thickness of 12 nm as a function of island 
dimension, including island size and gap in a three-islands cluster. Dipole-dipole 
interaction (absolute value of ∆H) is defined as difference in reversal fields between 
first (Hf) and last (Hl) switching island.  
 
Micromagnetic simulation of ∆H as a function of size & gap in a 
three-island [Co/Pd] cluster with uniform island size. Dipole-dipole interaction is 
strongly influenced by the configuration of islands, including island size, thickness 
and separation. It can be simply represented by the formula Ms ∙Vbit/r3 for a 
homogenous spherical dot island, where Vbit is the volume of the island and r is 
center-to-center distance between two neighboring islands. However, our [Co/Pd] 
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island is neither a sphere nor uniform island due to boundary condition and 
unavoidable defects brought from electron beam lithography and ion milling process. 
Therefore, a non-uniform magnetization configured micromagnetic simulation is used 
in designing islands with configurable domain structures and maximizing the 
dipole-dipole interactions between these islands. Dipole-dipole interaction (absolute 
value of ∆H) as a function of island dimension, including island size and gap in a 
three-uniform-island [Co/Pd] cluster with thickness of 12nm is plotted in Fig. 7.5(b). 
∆H is defined as difference in reversal fields (normal to film surface) between first 
(Hf) and last (Hl) switched island. It shows dipole-dipole interaction increases with 
the decreases of island gap, down to 5nm. Nevertheless, the best achievable uniform 
gap size is ~ 10 nm based on our experiment data. It is attributed to the limited 
resolution of our electron beam lithography system. The maximum dipole-dipole 
interaction (~1kOe for the island thickness of ~12nm) is obtained at island size of 
~90nm. Therefore, the optimum island and gap size are 90nm and 12nm, respectively, 








Fig. 7.6 (a) Schematic of magnetizing process by VSM and its remanent states is 
captured by MFM imaging; (b) The intrinsic (green) and total (black) normalized dc 
demagnetization (DCD) curve of 121-uniform-island [Co/Pd] pattern area and its 
corresponding SEM images is shown in (i). Inset (b1)~(b8) shows the real time states 
of magnetic domains clusters at different magnetic fields, as cuptured by MFM; (c) 
intrinsic and total switching field distribution given by the value of 2σ, where σ is 
defined as standard deviation in Gaussian distribution. 
 
 
Deviation in intrinsic properties of [Co/Pd] cluster. In order to realize 
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configurable domain structure in magnetic cluster via dipole-dipole interaction rather 
than intrinsic deviations in islands, coercivity dispersion (switching field distribution) 
of islands should be as narrow as possible. Switching field distribution (SFD) is 
mainly caused by two parts. One is deviation in intrinsic properties such as islands 
shape, size, separation, magnetic anisotropy constant and axis orientation113. The 
other is non-intrinsic interactions such as dipole-dipole interactions from neighboring 
magnetic islands, particularly when islands are closely spaced. Narrow deviations in 
intrinsic properties (intrinsic SFD) indicates homogenous islands which is preferred 
in application of both magnetic recording and spintronic devices.  
Dispersion in switching fields and dipole-dipole interactions in 121-island 
[Co/Pd] cluster with uniform island size. For statistical reasons, 121 (11×11) 
exchange coupled [Co/Pd] islands with individual island size of 90nm and gap of 
12nm are chosen for SFD (coercivity dispersion) studies in this work. MFM is used in 
the calculation of the relative magnetization and SFD of the patterned area, by 
counting the number of bright and dark dots (see reference [99] for more details). Prior 
to MFM imaging, the sample is saturated by applying an ex situ large out-of-plane 
positive saturation field ~20 kOe. Uniform ex situ negative magnetic fields are then 
applied at set values and subsequently reduced to zero, thus leaving the patterned 
islands in their remanent states. The processes of repeated magnetizing and capturing 
MFM images are illustrated in Fig. 7.6(a).  
The morphology and plain view of the patterned islands are investigated by 
SEM (Inset of Fig. 7.6(b)). The image clearly shows that the cylindrical islands are 
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formed uniformly and it is isolated by one to others. DC demagnetization curve 
(DCD) and MFM images at corresponding external fields are also shown in Fig. 
7.6(b). Using the Gaussian statistics, we could obtain a switching field distribution 
with a broadening of 2σ=2.5kOe (Fig. 7.6(c)). Using the ∆H (M, ∆M) method,72, 88 the 
calculated intrinsic switching field distribution (after removing dipole-dipole 
interactions) is ~0.9kOe (Fig. 7.6(c)). Intrinsic DCD curve is also plotted based on 
intrinsic SFD, as shown in green curve in Fig. 7.6(b). Based on these results, 
dipole-dipole interaction seems to play an important role in broadening of switching 
field distribution. Repeat measurements are implemented on six 121-island clusters to 
guaranteed the reliability of this measurement results. 
 
 




Fig. 7.5 (a) SEM images of a three-islands cluster with uniform island size (with 
island size of 90nm and gap of 12 nm); (b) MFM images of a three-islands cluster 
with uniform island size at different magnetic reversal fields perpendicular to film 
plane. Two possible switching processes due to deviation of islands 1 and island 3 are 
indicated by type A and B.  
 
Magnetization reversal of a three-island [Co/Pd] cluster with uniform island 
size. Then, dipole-dipole interaction of clusters consist of three closely arranged 
[Co/Pd] islands with thickness of 12 nm was investigated systematically. Reversal 
process for a three-island cluster with uniform island size of 90nm and gap of 12nm 
in the presence of external out-of-plane magnetic field were observed by MFM (Fig. 
7.7). All remanent states are captured after saturating the sample followed by 
applying different reversal fields. As discussed in Fig. 7.2, when three uniform islands 
are placed closely with each other, their switching energy barriers influence with each 
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other. Fig. 7.7 shows island 2 switches at -13.5 kOe after saturating the sample at 
15kOe. The first reversal of island 2 is due to negative exchange coupling (different 
magnetization spin direction) with two neighboring islands. When the negative field 
increases, island 1 and island 3 are switched at the same time due to their equivalent 
sites. However, MFM observation shows sequential switching between island 1 and 
island 3. Two possible remanent states at reversal field of -14.5 kOe are observed 
with equal probability, as type A and type B shown in Fig. 7.7. As we mentioned 
above, magnetic islands in our sample is not absolutely uniform, as indicated in 
deviations in deviation of intrinsic properties (intrinsic switching field distribution) of 
islands in a cluster. Therefore, for island 1 and island 3, which one switches earlier 
than the other is determined by their intrinsic properties (defects, shape, size, etc). 
Besides, we find that for a cluster, if island 1 switched earlier than that of island 3, 
island 1 would switch back earlier than island 3. For this cluster, it follows switching 
process of TYPE A every time over 10 times repeat experiments, vice versa. As long 
as the second island finished switching, it poses an extra field and therefore holds on 
the reversal of the last-switching island due to its same spin direction with the other 
two islands. The switching field of the last-switching island is -15 kOe from MFM 
observations. Six different remanent states are found in Fig. 7.7.  




Fig. 7.6 (a) SEM images of a three-islands cluster with different island size (with 
island size of 60, 80, 90nm and gap of 12 nm); (b) MFM images of a three-islands 
cluster with different island size at different magnetic reversal fields perpendicular to 
film plane. Two possible switching processes due to deviation of islands 1 and island 
3 are indicated by type A and B.  
 
Magnetization reversal of a three-island [Co/Pd] cluster with non-uniform 
island size. In order to avoid this uncertainty of switching sequence between island 1 
and island 3, we designed a three-islands cluster with different sizes (island 1 ~60nm, 
island 2 ~80nm and island 3 ~ 90 nm), as shown in Fig. 7.8. Island 2 switches first 
due to strong dipole-dipole interaction with two neighboring islands. Next is Island 3 
and followed by island 1. This observation agrees well with our illustrations in Fig. 
7.3 and Fig. 7.4 that larger island has lower switching field and it will switch earlier 
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than smaller one.  
Since the three-island cluster and the 121-island [Co/Pd] pattern are generated on 
of same film, the intrinsic SFD keeps the same in 2σ=0.9kOe. ∆H is equal to 1.5kOe 
for three -island cluster with uniform island size, and 2.5 for three-island cluster with 
non-uniform island size. The value of ∆H is much larger than intrinsic SFD (0.9kOe). 
It indicates that the multi-states of three-island cluster are caused by dipole-dipole 
interaction rather than intrinsic switching field distribution (deviation in intrinsic 
properties).  
7.3.3 Optimization of the dipole-dipole interaction 
 
Fig. 7.7 Simulation results of dipole-dipole interaction in a three-islands cluster as a 
function of island thickness and saturation magnetization Ms. Cluster has uniform 
island size of 90nm and separation of 10nm. 
 
The contribution of thickness and Ms to the dipole-dipole interaction in 
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three-island cluster with uniform island size. In order to make use of dipole-dipole 
interaction to generate distinct multi-states in a cluster consists of uniform islands by 
multi-level fields, ∆H should be as large as possible. Based on formula 
Hdip=Ms∙Vbit/r3, dipole-dipole interaction is only related to saturation magnetization 
Ms, island dimension and separation. When island size and separation are kept in 
90nm and 10nm, relationship between ∆H, Ms and thickness of three-islands cluster 
is investigated by micromagnetic simulation. ∆H shows increases in both increasing 
Ms and increasing thickness. It indicates that thick layer (~20nm) with large Ms 
(~1000emu/cc) may induce high value of ∆H (~1.8kOe), as shown in Fig. 7.9. 
 
Fig. 7.8 Simulation results of dipole-dipole interaction in a three-islands cluster as a 
function of island size. Cluster has uniform island thickness of 20nm and Ms of 1000 
emu/cc.  
   The contribution of island size to the dipole-dipole interaction in three-island 
cluster with uniform island size. Fig. 7.10 shows ∆H of a three-islands cluster (with 
optimized parameter from Fig.7.9 that island thickness of 20nm, gap of 10nm and Ms 
of 1000emu/cc) as a function of island size. ∆H increases with increasing of island 
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size. When island size reaches 100nm, ∆H is insensitive to island size. It indicates 
that cluster with island size as smaller as 20nm is enough to induce high dipole-dipole 
interaction. In conclusion, three-islands cluster with uniform island size of 20nm, gap 
of 10nm, thickness of 20nm and Ms of 1000emu/cc is the optimum configuration to 
generate large dipole-dipole interaction (~1.8kOe), for practical applications.  
 
Fig. 7.9 Simulation result of coercivity of an island (with thickness of 20nm and Ms 
of 1000 emu/cc) as a function of anisotropy constant Ku. 
 
Optimization in coercivity for possible practical applications. The anisotropy 
constant Ku is another crucial parameter before practical applications can be 
determined. In magnetic recording, switching field of recording bit cannot exceed 
limitation of maximum field generated by recording head pole (maximum ~2.4T). In 
magnetic associative memory, the switching field of associative memory element 
should be as smaller as possible (as long as staying above superparamagnetic limit) 
for sufficient current controllability. Thus, we investigated the coercivity of single 
island as a function of anisotropy constant Ku by simulation (Fig. 7.11). Coercivity 
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lineally increases with increasing of Ku for Ku larger than 100 kerg/cc. When Ku is 
smaller than 100 kerg/cc, magnetic energy (KuV) is getting close to thermal energy 
(kBT). Coercivity decreases to zero when thermal energy is comparable to anisotropy 
energy. Thermal stability of an coherent non-interacting particle can be analyzed by 
simple coherent non-interacting rate equation model114, 115:  
 ±E(h)=exp(− 
±()
 )                  Eq. 7-1 
   τ is the relaxation time, f0 is attempt frequency (~10
-19Hz), EB is the energy barrier, 
kB is Boltzmann constant, T is temperature (~300K). When τ equals to 10 years, KuV 
=45kBT, Ku is calculated to ~200 kerg/cc. Therefore, when Ku is larger than 200 
kerg/cc, island with Ms of 1000 emu/cc, size of 20nm, gap of 20nm, thickness of 
20nm is assumed to have stable thermal stability.  
7.4 Application of configurable magnetic islands via dipole-dipole interaction 
    7.4.1 Multi-states bit patterned media 
 
Fig. 7.10 (a) A schematic of head pole of 2013 product3; (b) A schematic of 
multi-states bit patterned media compared with conventional granular media. 
Multi-grains per bit in conventional granular media are replaced by one cluster 
consisting of three closely arranged non-uniform islands.  
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Since strong bit-to-bit interaction can not be avoid and bit size and separation are 
limited by head pole in achieving ultra-high density, as an alternative, a “multi-states 
bit patterned medium” consisting of closely lithography patterned islands is proposed 
in this work. As we know, in traditional bit patterned media, each island carries one 
bit of information by virtue of its two magnetic states. States “1” and “0” can be read 
when the head reaches region of bits of uniform magnetic polarity or boundary 
between regions of opposite magnetization, respectively[61, 62]. In this proposal, one 
island per bit in BPM is replaced by a three-islands cluster. The information would be 
written to the whole cluster using, for example, a spatially field with multi-level field 
strength capabilities to access the different magnetic states.  
In order to apply such a scheme, it is important to identify the available magnetic 
states, or available area density for this bit configuration. We take a three-islands 
cluster with non-uniform island size for example. From the model illustrated in Fig. 
7.2 combining with experimental observation in Fig. 7.8, six magnetic states can be 
obtained by writing a three-islands bit using a spatially multi-level magnetic field. In 
conventional magnetic recording, it has only two flux stages, i.e., spin up and spin 
down. By introducing of “multi-states bit patterned media”, the flux stages increase 
from two to six, as shown in Fig. 7.12 (b). Therefore, the recording density may be 
improved by three times. Take 2013 product with recording density of 700Gbit/in2 for 
example (Fig.7.12(a)). The pitch (center-to-center distance) between two bits is 13nm, 
track width is 65 nm. If three islands (with different island size) are arranged along 
track width, recording density of ~2 Tbit/in2 can be achieved without any 
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modifications needed on current magnetic recording techniques including design of 
head pole and servo tracking system. Furthermore, if five islands (with different 
island size) are arranged along track width, flux stages can be increased to ten. 
Therefore, recording density of ~3.5 Tbit/in2 can be achieved by taking advantage of 
this “multi-states bit patterned media” (not illustrated here). 
7.4.2 Configurable Associative Memory 
 
Fig. 7.11 Schematic of the configurable associative memory. 
 
Another key practical application of our configurable magnetic islands is 
programmable associative memory. A configurable associative memory consisting of 
three uniform exchange-coupled islands and a metallic layer structure is proposed, as 
shown in Fig. 7.13. Three magnetic islands are connected by the metallic layer which 
is non-magnetic. It guarantees that the magnetizations of the three magnetic islands 
can be switched independently. The switching of the magnetic islands is controlled by 
a combination of three independent input currents (IA, IB, IC) with magnetic fields. 
The resistance of the magnetoresistive part (consisting of island 2, island 3 and 
connected metallic layer between them) is read as the output. The lower resistances 
state due to parallel alignment of island 2 and island 3 corresponds to logical “1”, 
while higher resistances caused by antiparallel alignment of island 2 and island 3 is 
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read as logical “0”. 
 
Fig. 7. 12 Initial setting shown in a hysteresis loop of a three-island cluster with 
uniform island size of 20nm, gap of 10nm, thickness of 20nm, Ku of 1000, 000 erg/cc 
and Ms of 1000 emu/cc. 
 
If this structure is employed as a configurable associative memory, the operation 
has to proceed in two steps, namely the “initial setting” followed by the “logic 
operation”.  
Initial setting by input current A. This step is realized by adjusting magnetic 
states of three-island clusters (e.g., [Co/Pd]) using an input current A with a 
multi-level magnetic fields. As discussed above, a three-islands cluster with uniform 
island size of 20nm, gap of 10nm, thickness of 20nm and Ku of 200,000 erg/cc may 
lead to large dipole-dipole interaction and low coercivity as well. In this model, these 
optimized parameters are used in the simulation, other than anisotropy (Ku of 1000, 
000 erg/cc in simulation) in order to ensure islands magnetic stability in practical 
logic operation. Fig. 7.14 shows hysteresis loop and corresponding magnetization 
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configurations of three-island cluster with optimized parameters. Four magnetic states 
are taken as the initial setting of four different functionalities.  
 
Fig. 7.13 Initial “setting” and “logic operation” of configurable associative memory 
which can be operated as AND, OR, NAND and NOR gate. The “setting” process is 
realized by input current A. The “logic operation” process is realized by combination 
of input current B and C.  
 
Logic operation by combination of input current B and C. The different 
input combination of current B and C is required for the practical logic application. 
The independent input lines B and C are operated with positive or negative currents 
±IB and ±IC of equal magnitude. For input current B and C, each of the two currents 
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alone is not able to generate a magnetic field sufficient to reverse any island. Only IA 
and IB together may just be able to rotate island 2 but not sufficient for island 1 or 
island 3 (Hc2<Hc1 or Hc3 due to dipole-dipole interaction). The direction of magnetic 
field induced by current is determined by Ampère’s law. Therefore, magnetization 
with a positive (negative) sign is accomplished by positive (negative) current at the 
input lines. Positive current is identified with logical “1” and negative current is 
identified with logical “0”. These two independent input lines with different 
configuration are sufficient to provide four functionalities: AND, OR, NAND and 
NOR gates. Logic operations for four functional gates are summarized in Fig. 7.15.  
OR gate. (1) Initial setting: three-islands cluster has up-up-up alignment. 
Parallel alignment between island 2 and island 3 corresponds to a low resistance of 
logical “1” as output. The direction of the magnetization is maintained when the 
current A is turned off. (2) Logic operation: inputs A and B are addressed 
independently with a current “0” (negative current with negative field) or “1” 
(positive current with positive field) with equal magnitude. The direction of the 
magnetization remains unchanged if “1” is applied at both input A and B. The same 
holds if “0” is applied either at input A or at input B. The magnetization of the island 
2 can only be switched to negative direction by applying a logic “0” at both input A 
and B. Only then does the output changes from “1” (low resistance with parallel 
alignment) to “0” (high resistance with anti-parallel alignment); 
AND gate. (1) Initial setting: three-islands cluster has up-down-up alignment. 
Anti-parallel alignment between island 2 and island 3 corresponds to a high 
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resistance of logical “0” as output. The direction of the magnetization is maintained 
when the current A is turned off. (2) Logic operation: inputs A and B are addressed 
independently with a current “0” (negative current with negative field) or “1” 
(positive current with positive field) with equal magnitude. The direction of the 
magnetization remains unchanged if “0” is applied at both input A and B. The same 
holds if “1” is applied either at input A or at input B. The magnetization of the island 
2 can only be switched to positive direction by applying a logic “1” at both input A 
and B. Only then does the output changes from “0” (high resistance with anti-parallel 
alignment) to “1” (low resistance with parallel alignment); 
NAND gate. (1) Initial setting: three-islands cluster has down-down-down 
alignment. Parallel alignment between island 2 and island 3 corresponds to a low 
resistance of logical “1” as output. The direction of the magnetization is maintained 
when the current A is turned off. (2) Logic operation: inputs A and B are addressed 
independently with a current “0” (negative current with negative field) or “1” 
(positive current with positive field) with equal magnitude. The direction of the 
magnetization remains unchanged if “0” is applied at both input A and B. The same 
holds if “1” is applied either at input A or at input B. The magnetization of the island 
2 can only be switched to positive direction by applying a logic “1” at both input A 
and B. Only then does the output changes from “1” (low resistance with parallel 
alignment) to “0” (high resistance with anti-parallel alignment); 
 NOR gate. (1) Initial setting: three-islands cluster has down-up-down 
alignment. Anti-parallel alignment between island 2 and island 3 corresponds to a 
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high resistance of logical “0” as output. The direction of the magnetization is 
maintained when the current A is turned off. (2) Logic operation: inputs A and B are 
addressed independently with a current “0” (negative current with negative field) or 
“1” (positive current with positive field) with equal magnitude. The direction of the 
magnetization remains unchanged if “1” is applied at both input A and B. The same 
holds if “1” is applied either at input A or at input B. The magnetization of the island 
2 can only be switched to negative direction by applying a logic “0” at both input A 
and B. Only then does the output changes from “0” (high resistance with anti-parallel 
alignment) to “1” (low resistance with parallel alignment). 
7.5 Conclusions 
In conclusion, configurable domain structures via dipole-dipole interaction in 
multi-island cluster is demonstrated. The [Co/Pd] cluster shows well physical 
separation and uniform intrinsic properties (intrinsic switching field distribution of 
0.9 kOe). The dispersion in the switching fields (switching field distribution of 2.5 
kOe) is mainly caused by dipole-dipole interaction rather than intrinsic switching 
field distribution. Maximum dipole-dipole interaction in [Co/Pd] multi-island cluster 
is obtained by varying island size and separation using micromagnetic simulation. Six 
stable magnetic states in three-island [Co/Pd] cluster are observed by MFM after 
saturating the sample followed by applying different reversal fields. In order to make 
use of dipole-dipole interaction to generate distinct multi-states in a cluster. 
Optimized material parameters besides [Co/Pd] are investigated by micromagnetic 
simulation. A cluster consisting of  three uniform islands (with island size of 20nm, 
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gap of 20nm, thickness of 20nm, Ms of 1000 emu/cc and Ku of 200 kerg/cc) is 
assumed to have sufficient dipole-dipole interaction (~1.8kOe) leading to distinguish 
remanent states and stable thermal stability.  
Two possible applications of configurable domain structures via dipole-dipole 
interactions have been proposed. One is “multi-states bit pattered medium” consisting 
of closely arranged magnetic islands to achieve ultra-high magnetic recording density. 
Writing a three-island cluster bit by a spatially multilevel magnetic field, the flux 
stages per bit come to six and the recording density can reach to 2Tbit/in2 while 
without any modifications needed on current magnetic recording techniques including 
design of head pole and servo tracking system. The other possible application is a 
simple and configurable logic device consisting of three exchange-coupled islands 
and a metallic layer. Three independent input lines are sufficient to provide four 
functionalities: AND, OR, NAND and NOR gates 
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8. The effect of capped layer thickness on switching behavior in 
perpendicular CoCrPt based coupled granular/continuous 
media 
8.1 Introduction 
    Perpendicular magnetic recording (PMR) can be a promising path toward 
high-density storage devices extendable up to 1 Tbits/in2.116 Oxygen-doped magnetic 
alloys such as CoCrPtO have been reported to have small grains with good magnetic 
decoupling and signal-to-noise ratio for perpendicular recording media.117 Early 
works indicate that grain boundary segregation of the oxide SiO2 or Cr-O could 
reduce the grain-to-grain exchange coupling while the epitaxial growth of the Co onto 
the Ru underlayer is maintained.118, 119 However, increasing the oxygen incorporation 
in CoCrPtO media reduces grain sizes and increases intergranular segregation, which 
improves signal-to-noise ratio but reduces thermal stability.120 Moreover, variations in 
grain boundary segregation will result in a distribution of exchange fields and 
magnetic cluster size, which increases irregularities of bit transitions.117  
    In order to sustain high areal density with adequate thermal stability and 
smoothing transition, coupled granular/continuous (CGC) media have been 
proposed.121-123 CGC structure is consisted of a perpendicular granular layer 
(magnetic grains separated by non-magnetic oxide grain boundary layers), which is 
capped by a continuous layer (magnetic grains without separation by non-magnetic 
oxide). The transition of domain wall in continuous layer provides a strong exchange 
coupling.21, 121, 124 Since the grains cannot reverse their magnetization at the center of 
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the bit without nucleating a domain in the continuous layer, the thermal stability of 
the CGC media is greatly enhanced compared with the perpendicular granular media. 
The tendency to minimize the energy of the walls leads to a reduction of the 
irregularities of bit transitions in the case of CGC media. The irregularities of bit 
transitions is mainly caused by the distribution of the material properties, including 
distribution of bit sizes, anisotropy and a small distribution of orientations. The term 
“switching field distribution (SFD)” has been regarded as a characteristic crucial for 
defining the quality of recording media. SFD is the dispersion of the switching field, 
which requires to be narrow enough to  secure exact addressability of individual 
predefined bits without overwriting adjacent bits. It has been reported70, 116 that 
CoCrPt based capped medium can improve media’s macroscopic switching field 
distribution (SFD). In the case of perpendicular media, exchange interactions are 
large and can dominate the behavior of the macroscopic magnetic reversal. Thus the 
knowledge of macroscopic switching field distribution (SFD), which can be directly 
derived from the slope of hysteresis loop, is not suitable for recording performance 
predictions. More detailed investigations of the switching mechanism in CGC media 
is need.  
    In order to discuss the switching field distribution (SFD) improvements due to 
the capped structures, we investigated intergranular exchange coupling and intrinsic 
switching field distribution (SFD) of oxide CoCrPt/capped CoCrPt(B) media as a 
function of thickness of capped layer. Here, intrinsic switching field distribution is 
defined as the dispersion of switching field for individual islands without considering 
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dipole-dipole interactions. Recently developed ΔH (M, ΔM) method73 which has 
been widely accepted is used in analyzing and quantifying intrinsic switching field 
distribution (SFD) in this work. Besides, Thermal stability of CGC media with 
different tcap is evaluated by analyzing the time dependent remanent coerciviy. 
Micromagnetic simulation is performed to study the transition structure at the 
interface between continuous layer and capped layer. Our findings enable us to 
propose guidelines for designing the optimized capped structure in the future.  
8.2 Experiments 
 
Fig. 8.1 Film structure of samples.      
 
    A series of films were prepared by alternatively depositing a magnetic layer and 
an oxide layer, using separate 5x8 in2 size CoCrPt and oxide targets, onto underlayers 
on AlMg substrate at room temperature using magnetron sputtering. The chamber base 
pressure was ≤3x10-7 Torr, and the Ar pressure was 5 mTorr during the sputtering with 
a flow rate of 70 sccm. A CoCrPtB layer was sputtered at 250℃ at 5 mTorr. Fig. 8.1 
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schematically outlines the layer structure of test samples. All layers are deposited on a 
2.5 inch’s AlMg substrate using a conventional magnetron sputtering system at room 
temperature. Soft-magnetic underlayer (SUL), intermediate layer (IML), 
perpendicular recording layer, and a carbon protective layer are successively 
deposited on a Ta undercoat. The perpendicular recording layer has a coupled 
granular/continuous (CGC) structure consisting of a CoCrPt/SiO2TiO2Ta2O5 granular 
layer and a CoCrPt(B) continuous layer. The continuous layer with perpendicular 
anisotropy of 106 erg/cc is formed in contact with the granular layer, to ensure a 
strong interlayer exchange coupling between the two layers (CoCrPt/SiO2TiO2Ta2O5 
granular layer and a CoCrPt(B) continuous layer). The deposition conditions of 
coupled granular/continuous (CGC) structure are kept constant for all the samples but 
the thickness of capped layer is varied from 0 to 9nm. The thickness of the 
CoCrPt/SiO2TiO2Ta2O5 granular layer is held constant at 14 nm. 
    The microscopic structures of a sample film are examined by transmission 
electron microscope (TEM). Time dependent remanent coercivity is measured by an 
alternating gradient force magnetometer (AGFM). Thermal stability factors (TSF=Δ
E0/kBT, T=300K) for the CGC media at different capped layer are evaluated by 
analyzing the time dependent remanent coercivity (Hcr) using the Sharrock 
equation[125], 
1z(t)=1 1 − [ ln(
?c
=)]E/                                      Eq. 8-1 
    Where H0 is the intrinsic coercivity without thermal fluctuation, kB is the 
Boltzmann constant, ΔE0 is the energy barrier at zero external field, f0 is the attempt 
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frequency (~109Hz) and t is the duration of the applied field, exponent n values to 3/2 
are preferred for perpendicular recording media.126 
    In order to investigate the role of capped layer on magnetic switching behavior 
of CoCrPt based CGC structure, hysteresis loops and switching field distribution 
(SFD) of oxide without/with capped layer are studied by micromagnetic simulations. 
In the process of LLG simulations, two kinds of parameters should be configured. 
One is used to define magnetic properties, such as magnetic anisotropy (Ku), 
saturation magnetization (Ms) and exchange stiffness (A~10
-9 erg/cm80, 92, 93). The 
other is used to determine films’ dimensions and temperature, such as cell size, grain 
size, grain boundary and film thickness. Parameters of magnetic properties in 
simulation model are based on experimental measurements. Details about 
configuration of magnetic properties in LLG simulator can be find in reference[111]. 
The patterns in the simulation is based on observed plane view TEM images. 
8.3 Results and discussion 
8.3.1 microstructures of the CGC media 
 




Fig. 8.2 (a)cross-sectional TEM micrograph showing the media structure of 
Ruunderlayer, granular CoCrPt/SiO2TiO2Ta2O5 layer, CoCrPt(B) capped layer and 
carbon layer. Amorphous grain boundary (GB) often penetrates to capped layer. 
Thickness of granular layer and capped layer are approximately 14 nm and 9 nm, 
respectively; (b) the relationship between grain size at the surface of CGC structure 
and capped layer thickness. Insert: plane view images when capped layer thicknesses 
are 2.25nm and 6.75 nm, respectively; (c) illustration of structure of coupled 
granular/continuous (CGC) media. The thickness of capped layer increased from 0 to 
9 nm. 
 
    Typical cross-sectional TEM micrograph for oxide 14nm /capped 9nm CGC 
structure is shown in Fig. 8.2(a). We find out that in the bottom part, CoCrPt magnetic 
grains are separated by nonmagnetic oxide grain boundaries. Clear grain boundaries 
can be observed. Only this TEM image is not enough to figure out the variations of 
grain size and grain boundaries with height through the capped layer. However, TEM 
plane view images in Fig. 8.2 (b) shows the relationship between grain size and 
capped layer thickness. Based on these observation, we proposed the CGC model 
which have the following characteristics: (1) nonmagnetic grain boundaries in the 
granular layer do not disappear immediately at the interface between the capped and 
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granular layers; (2) the amorphous grain boundary phase in the granular layer 
propagates to the top surface of the capped layer; (3) after capping with the CoCrPtB 
layer, the grain size at the surface of CGC structure increases and the grain boundary 
thickness decreases. The model is illustrated in Fig. 8.2(c). 
    We assume that grain size refers to the diameter of individual grains. The    
grain boundary is the distance of interface between two grains. Nearly 70 grains in 
each TEM image are used to calculate grain diameter and its distribution. The grain 
diameter increases from 8.9 nm to 10.2 nm and the grain boundary decreases from 2.0 
to 0.7nm when capped layer thickness increases from 0 to 9 nm. The center-to-center 
separation is about 10.9 nm. The grain size distribution(standard deviation of grain 
size) is indicated in the error bar of the grain diameter. The grain size distribution is 
calculated as 0.42 (tcap=0 nm), 0.38 (tcap=2.25 nm), 0.32 (tcap=4.5 nm), 0.33 (tcap=6.75 
nm) and 0.28 (tcap=9 nm). 
8.3.2 Macroscopic magnetic properties 
 
Fig. 8.3 the capped layer thickness dependence of coercivity. 




    The sharp reduction of Hc in Fig. 8.3 is caused by different reversal mechanism 
between granular film and continuous film. The continuous capped layer with easy 
nucleation and domain wall motion leads to low coercivity. However, the reduction of 
Hc is not shown in thin capped layer. The granular layer acts as pinning centers and 
control reversal of the CGC media when the capped layer is smaller than 5nm.  
 
Fig. 8.4 thermal stability factor (TSF=ΔE0/kBT, T=300K) as a function of capped 
layer thickness; the insert shows remanent coercivity as a function of the durations of 
applied reversal field.  
 
    The relationship between thermal stability factor (TSF=ΔE0/kBT, T=300K) and 
tcap is calculated, as shown in fig. 8.4. The insert image shows remanent coercivity as 
a function of the durations of applied reversal field for CGC media at different tcap. It 
is apparent that the thermal stability is enhanced when capped layer thickness is 
larger than 5nm.   




Fig. 8.5 effect of the capped layer thickness on the loop slope (α) at coercivity in 
capped structure. 
 
    The hysteresis loop slope α (α= 4pidM/dH at Hc), is widely used as an indicator 
of intergranular exchange interactions.92, 116 Fig. 8.5 shows the effect of capped 
thickness on the loop slope α in CGC structure. Value of α increases with the capped 
thickness only when the capped thickness is larger than 5 nm. It indicates that the 
thickness of capped layer strongly affects intergranular exchange coupling when tcap is 
larger than 5 nm. However, value of α is typically complicated by intrinsic switching 
field distribution (SFD) and demagnetization field. More accurate calculation for 
intrinsic switching field distribution (SFD) is needed to investigate media’s recording 
performance.    
8.3.3 Intrinsic magnetic properties 
 




Fig. 8.6(a) major and recoil hysteresis loops measured by MOKE; (b) corresponding 
ΔH (M, ΔM) data (solid blue curve) in comparison to a least-squares fit (dashed 
red curve); (c) corresponding intrinsic SFD (solid black curve) and macroscopic SFD 
(dashed red curve) curves. From top to bottom, the capped layer thicknesses are 0, 
2.25, 4.5, 6.75 and 9nm.  
 
    TheΔH (M, ΔM) method73 can be used for the estimation of macroscopic (total) 
and intrinsic switching field distribution values. In this work, we use theΔH (M, Δ
M) method to study the effect of tcap on intrinsic switching field distribution (SFD) of 
CGC structure. The thickness of capped layer is varied from 0 to 9nm.Neither the 
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demagnetization factor nor the saturation magnetization has to be known explicitly to 
apply this method. The macroscopic switching field distribution (SFD) curve is 
plotted from derivative of the major loop. The intrinsic switching field distribution 
(SFD) is calculated byΔH (M, ΔM) method after removing intergranular 
interactions. The applied field differenceΔH between the various recoil loops and the 
major loop for identical M-values, i.e. the same average demagnetizing field is 
measured using a Polar magneto-optic Kerr effect magnetometer (MOKE) as shown 
in Fig. 8.6(a). Fig. 8.6(b) showsΔH (M, ΔM)data in comparison to a least-squares 
fit to a switching field distribution (SFD) function containing 4 fit parameters (details 
of the fitting process is illustrated in reference72, 73). Fig. 8.6(c) shows the 
macroscopic SFD (dashed line) together with the corresponding intrinsic switching 
field distribution (SFD) (solid line) as determined from the fits in Fig. 8.6(b). 
 
Fig. 8.7 the dependence of intrinsic SFD/Hc (black square line) as well as 
macroscopic SFD/Hc (red dot line) on the capped layer thickness. 
 
    The results of macroscopic switching field distribution (SFD/Hc) for CGC 
structure with different thickness of capped layer is shown as red dot line in Fig. 8.7. 
Although Hc apparently decreases at thicker capped layer, no obvious variation of 
relative macroscopic switching field distribution (SFD/Hc) is observed. The relative 
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intrinsic switching field distribution (SFD/Hc) as a function of tcap is summarized in 
Fig. 8.7 as well. Intrinsic SFD/Hc decreases with capped layer thickness. As we know, 
the intrinsic switching field distribution (SFD/Hc) is caused by local variations of the 
grains properties. Therefore, we can get the conclusion that thick capped layer may 
lead to a more homogenous grains and smoother bit transitions in CGC media.  
8.3.4 Micromagnetic simulation 
 
Fig. 8.8 LLG micro-magnetic simulation models on two capped structures. Model A 
is composite structure made up of two layers with direct contact. The upper part is 
continuous capped layer (blue) with thickness of 6.75 nm, and the bottom part is 
granular layer (red) with thickness of 14 nm and grain size/boundary of 8.9nm/2nm. 
Model B is composite structure made up of three layers with direct contact. From up 
to down are upper capped layer (green) with thickness of 4.5 nm and grain 
size/boundary of 9.6nm/1.3nm, lower capped layer (yellow) with thickness of 2.25 
nm and grain size/boundary of 9.3nm/1.6nm, and granular bottom layer (red)with 
thickness of 14 nm and grain size/boundary of 8.9nm/2nm.  
 
    In order to investigate the role of capped layer on magnetic switching behavior 
of CoCrPt based capped structure, hysteresis loops and macroscopic switching field 
distribution (SFD) of CoCrPt: SiO2TiO2Ta2O5 granular layer with/ without CoCrPt(B) 
capped layer are studied by micromagnetic simulations. We have prepared two kinds 
of films with single recording layer: CoCrPt:SiO2TiO2Ta2O5 and CoCrPt(B). Both 
in-plane and out-of-plane hysteresis loops are measured by VSM. Magnetic 
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anisotropy field (Ha) and saturation magnetization (Ms) are obtained from hysteresis 
loops. Perpendicular magnetic anisotropy is calculated through: 
K=∙=                                                              Eq. 8-2 
    These results from measurements are used as magnetic parameters in the 
following simulations. The CGC modelis mainly partitioned into two parts. The upper 
layer, total thickness of 9 nm, is used to represent the capped layer with anisotropy 
constant of 106 erg/cc and the bulk moment of 565 emu/cc; the bottom layer, total 
thickness of 14 nm, represent the granular oxide layer with grain size of 8.9 nm and 
grain boundary of 2 nm, anisotropy constant of 106 erg/cc and the bulk moment of 
578 emu/cc. Details of dimensions and parameters of capped layer and bottom layer 
in simulations are shown in Fig. 8.8.  
 
Fig. 8.9 simulation of bottom granular layer: hysteresis loops obtained by experiment 
(black solid line) and simulation (red dash line), respectively. Insert are the 
macroscopic SFD curves obtained from derivative of granular layer’s experimental 
and simulation hysteresis loops.  
    Micromagnetic simulation is implemented on the oxide 14nm/ capped 0nmfirstly. 
Both simulated hysteresis loop and macroscopic switching field distribution (SFD) 
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agree well with experimental results, as shown in Fig.8.9. Two simple models with 
capped layers are further employed to explore micro-structure’s influence on 
magnetic reversal properties. Model A is composite structure made up of two layers 
with direct contact. The upper part is continuous CoCrPt(B) layer with thickness of 
6.75 nm, and the bottom part is oxide granular layer (CoCrPt: SiO2TiO2Ta2O5) with 
thickness of 14 nm and grain size/boundary of 8.9nm/2nm. Model B is composite 
structure made up of three layers with direct contact. The capped layer is made of two 
granular parts with different grain sizes. From up to down are upper CoCrPt(B) 
capped layer with thickness of 4.5 nm and grain size/boundary of 9.6nm/1.3nm, 
lower CoCrPt(B) capped layer with thickness of 2.25 nm and grain size/boundary of 
9.3nm/1.6nm, and oxide granular layer(CoCrPt: SiO2TiO2Ta2O5) with thickness of 14 
nm and grain size/boundary of 8.9nm/2nm. Details of the simulation models’ 
structures and parameters are also shown in Fig. 8.8. 
 
Fig. 8.10 hysteresis loops of CGC media with capped thickness of 6.75 nm from 
experimental result (black solid square line), simulation model A (red dash dot line) 
and simulation model B (blue dash triangle line).  
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    Hysteresis loops of CoCrPt based CGC structure with capped thickness of 6.75 
nm obtained from experimental and simulations are compared in Fig. 8.10. Hysteresis 
curve in simulation A shows smallest coercivity due to strong exchange coupling in 
continuous capped layer. Coercivity obtained by simulation B is a little larger than 
experimental one. The difference is caused by definition of grains and grain 
boundaries in simulation process. Magnetic grains are taken as individual hard 
magnetic particles isolated by nonmagnetic grain boundaries in simulation. Exchange 
coupling between grains can reduce film’s coercivity. Therefore, the simulation 
results show that grains in capped layer are not absolutely isolated by nonmagnetic 
grain boundaries. This exchange coupling may be due to defects in magnetic grains or 
diffusion of magnetic element into grain boundaries. Coercivity in simulation B is 
closer to experimental result than that in simulation A. It further verifies our previous 
prediction that the capped layer structure is not uniformly continuous but has some 
granular nature.  
 
Fig. 8.11 macroscopic switching field distribution of CGC media with capped 
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thickness of 6.75 nm from experimental results (black solid square line) and 
simulation model B (red dash dot line). 
 
    Macroscopic switching field distribution (SFD) derivative from hysteresis loops 
in Fig. 8.10 is also generated. We just show comparison of macroscopic SFD from 
experimental result and simulation B because model B roughly illustrates real 
oxide/capped structure. From Fig. 8.11, we can see that two curves roughly matched 
each other. Simulated SFD (3.3 kOe) agrees relatively well with the experimental one 
(3.0kOe). The less broadening in SFD in experimental result is also attributed to 
defects and diffusion of magnetic elements into grain boundaries, which should be 
studied further. 
8.4 Conclusion 
    CoCrPt based coupled granular/continuous (CGC) media with different 
thickness of capped layer have been fabricated. The test samples are made of a 
continuous CoCrPt(B) capped layer with strong exchange coupling and decoupled 
CoCrPt-oxide granular bottom layer. Typical cross-sectional TEM micrograph of 
CGC structure with a capped layer of 9 nm shows that CoCrPt magnetic grains are 
separated by nonmagnetic oxide grain boundaries. The plane view images of the CGC 
structure with different capped layer thickness show that without capped layer, the 
grain size of the granular part is about 9 nm and grain boundary thickness is about 2 
nm. The nonmagnetic oxide grain boundaries in the granular layer do not disappear 
immediately at the interface between the capped and granular layers. The amorphous 
grain boundary phase in the granular layer propagates to the top surface of the capped 
layer. After capping with the CoCrPt(B) layer, the grain size at the surface of CGC 
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structure increases and the grain boundary thickness decreases.  
    Both coercivity and α value (hysteresis loop slope at coercivity) highly depend 
on the thickness of capped layer only when the thickness of the capped layer is larger 
than 5 nm for test samples in this work. The initial part of capped layer within 5 nm 
inherits structural irregularity from the granular layer, and the intergranular exchange 
coupling in this thin capped layer is week to influence magnetic grains’s reversal. The 
continuous capped layer with easy nucleation and domain wall motion leads to low 
coercivity when the thickness of capped layer is larger than 5 nm. However, thermal 
stability is apparently enhanced when tcap is larger than 5nm. No obvious variation of 
macroscopic switching field distribution (SFD/Hc) is observed. The investigation of 
reduced intrinsic SFD/Hc and increased hysteresis loop slope at coercivity, suggests 
that both strong interlayer exchange coupling and uniform grain size make 
contribution to the improvement of absolute switching field distribution (SFD). 
    Oxide/capped structure are simulated by simple models. Hysteresis loops and 
macroscopic switching field distribution of the granular layer from experimental 
result and simulation match well with each other. Simulation result shows that the 
capped layer is not uniformly continuous but has some granular nature. Simulated 
macroscopic SFD (3.3 kOe) also agrees relatively well with the experimental results 
(3.0kOe). The less broadening in SFD in experimental is attributed to defects and 
diffusion of magnetic elements into grain boundaries, which should be studied 
further. 
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9. Conclusions and Future Work 
9.1 Conclusions from this work 
    The development of bit patterned media (BPM) has become one of the necessary 
requirements to meet the ever-growing demand for ultra-high recording densities of 
up to 50Tbit/in2 by theoretical predictions. One of the critical issues for BPM in 
ultra-high recoding density is that the SFD (defined as a dispersion of switching fields 
for magnetic islands in BPM) needs to be narrow enough to secure exact 
addressability of individual predefined bits without overwriting adjacent bits. This 
work is rooted in understanding of the magnetic physics in bit patterned media, 
including the specifics of magnetization reversal, the source of SFD, and the 
contribution of dipole-dipole interactions on broadening of SFD in BPM arrays. 
Based on the detailed investigation, the conclusions in this work and possible 
improvements in the future work are summarized below: 
9.1.1 Continuous [Co3/Pd8]10 multilayer 
    [Co3/Pd8]10 multilayer with large out-of-plane anisotropy is fabricated by dc 
magnetron sputtering on a thermally oxidized Si substrate. The number following the 
symbols is the respective layer thickness in angstrom and the subscript refers to the 
number of repetitions. The films are deposited on [Ta50/Cu50/Pd30] to induce proper 
crystallographic growth of the Co layer and capped with [Pd30/Ta50] for protection.   
The in-plane and out-of-plane hysteresis loops of the continuous Co/Pd multilayer 
shows a large perpendicular anisotropy with a magnetic anisotropy field of 34 kOe, 
saturation magnetization of 470 emu/cc, and an out-of-plane coercivity Hc of 780 Oe, 
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which makes this material a promising candidate for high density data storage. A 
strong face-centered-cubic (fcc)-CoPd (111) peak and a weak fcc-CoPd (200) peak 
were observed at around 40.8°and 47.9° by XRD, respectively, showing a strong (111) 
texture, which is favorable for large perpendicular anisotropy and high coercivity. 
9.1.2 Patterned Co/Pd islands 
    The patterned dots are successfully generated using high resolution electron 
beam lithography by first coating the film with hydrogen silsesquioxane (HSQ) 
photoresist and followed by Ar+ ion-milling at angle of 3º off normal incidence to the 
sample to form discrete magnetic islands. Continuous Co/Pd multilayer is patterned 
to 11x11 islands with island size of 80 nm and pitch size of 100 nm. We Successful 
observed magnetization reversal of individual Co/Pd islands one by one through 
magnetic force microscope, indicating well separation and smaller dipole-dipole 
interaction between islands. Based on MFM observation, the magnetization of the 
patterned area is calculated by counting islands switched or not at different magnetic 
fields. Number of switched islands as a function of applied fields is plotted as 
switching field distribution curve. Intrinsic SFD for BPM is calculated from ∆H (M, 
∆M) method by removing dipole-dipole interactions. 
9.1.3 Calculation of SFD in Co/Pd based bit patterned media 
    Calculation of SFD based on intrinsic SFD is done to verify if dipole-dipole 
interactions contribute to the SFD broadening. In this part, [Co/Pd] island is 
considered as a uniform "single spin". We used the formula in the calculation of 
critical switching field for the individual islands: Hc=Hc, int-ΣMs×Vbit/r
3, where Hc is 
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the critical field, Hc,int is the initial critical field without dipole-dipole interactions, 
and Σ represents the dipole-dipole interactions form neighbored islands. Hc,int was 
generated from the obtained initial SFD (2σ=1.2 kOe). Dipole-dipole interactions 
cause a significant SFD broadening (2σ=2.0 kOe). The width of 2σ= 1.7 kOe after 
the calculation with the consideration of the dipole-dipole distribution is in a 
relatively good agreement with our experimental data (2σ=2.0 kOe). The calculated 
demagnetization loop also agrees well with our experimental result. 
9.1.4 Micromagnetic simulation of SFD in Co/Pd based bit patterned media 
    In calculation, we assumed each [Co/Pd] island is uniform and can be considered 
as "a single spin". However, based on calculation of exchange length (~ 8.5 nm, 
which is much smaller than island size of 80nm), the island can’t be considered as a 
single spin. In this part, non-uniform magnetization configurations in patterned area is 
considered by LLG simulation. The range of single domain island size based on 
Co/Pd island with thickness of 12 nm was determined by micromagnetic simulation 
based on Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation. Demagnetization effect, dipole-dipole 
interactions and switching field distribution (SFD) for Co/Pd based bit patterned 
media were also quantitatively studied by simulation. The simulated total hysteresis 
loops and SFD were comparable with the experimental ones. The SFD increased from 
2σ =1.2 kOe (as the calculated intrinsic SFD) to the experimental value of 1.9 kOe 
due to dipole-dipole interactions which is in a good agreement with the experimental 
results (2.0 kOe). Therefore, islands in the patterned area were not strictly switching 
coherently (single spins), the process was rather a kind of nucleation followed by 
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rapid domain wall propagation. Defects in Co/Pd multilayer patterned islands are not 
only simply regions of reduced anisotropy but also exhibit a more complicated 
behavior that includes a deviation in anisotropy axis.  
    Optimized patterned structure with a minimized SFD and maximized data 
storage densities was found to have an island size of 10 nm and islands separation of 
20 nm. The calculated ratio of SFD/Hc (Hc: the coercivity) is 9.2%, which is below 
the threshold of 10% for 1Tb/in2 pattern media.  
9.1.5 Temperature and angular dependence of  SFD in Co/Pd based bit 
patterned media 
    Is the SFD related to other effect? Temperature effect and angle dependence of 
critical fields (Hcr) and switching field distribution (SFD) are studied by both 
experiment and simulation. From our observation, when temperature increases from 
77 K to 300 K, critical field of patterned area decreases from 13kOe to 11kOe. 
Absolute SFD decreases from 2.6 kOe to 2.2 kOe as thermal energy assists islands 
reversal. The relative SFD (SFD/Hcr) keeps constant with temperature. Although 
critical fields and absolute SFD vary with angles, relative SFD is independent of the 
field angle. The interactions between islands broaden relative SFD from 12% to 20% 
after considering dipole-dipole interactions. The relative SFD by simulation agrees 
well with our experimental observation. 
9.1.6 Configurable domain structures of Co/Pd islands via dipole-dipole and 
their possible applications. 
    In BPM sample, dipole-dipole interaction is designed to be as weak as possible 
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for high areal density. However, dipole-dipole interaction can not be avoid in closely 
arranged islands. Therefore, in this chapter, we want to make good use of dipole-dipole 
interaction (as strong as possible) to generate different magnetic states, which is 
configurable by external field. In order to investigate how dipole-dipole interaction 
(rather than deviation in properties of magnetic islands) makes contribution to the 
switching field distribution, we expect to find out a kind of magnetic film with 
homogenous properties after patterned into to magnetic islands. Based on pervious 3 
chapters, we find that Co/Pd islands have uniform magnetic properties. Therefore, in 
this chapter, we use Co/Pd islands to do the experimental demonstration.  
    Configurable domain structures of Co/Pd islands via dipole-dipole interactions 
are investigated by both experiment and micromagnetic simulation. A “multi-states 
bit for magnetic recording” consisting of closely arranged magnetic islands is 
successfully designed to achieve ultra-high magnetic recording density. A simple and 
configurable associative memory combining the inherent advantages of a non-volatile 
output with flexible functionality which can be selected at run-time to operate as an 
AND, OR, NAND or NOR gate. These schemes show a huge potential for data 
storage industry and magnetic associative memory design.  
9.1.7 The effect of capped layer thickness on switching behavior in perpendicular 
CoCrPt based coupled granular/continuous media 
    A systematic investigation of magnetic switching behavior of CoCrPt based 
capped media consisting of granular layer and capped layer is performed by varying 
the thickness of the capped layer from 0 to 9nm. CoCrPt magnetic grains are 
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separated by nonmagnetic oxide grain boundaries. Grain size and grain boundary are 
about 8.9 nm and 2 nm, respectively. The nonmagnetic oxide grain boundaries in the 
granular layer do not disappear immediately at the interface between the granular and 
capped layers. The amorphous grain boundary phase in the granular layer propagates 
to the top surface of the capped layer. After capping with the CoCrPt(B) layer, the 
grain size at the surface of CGC structure increases and the grain boundary decreases. 
Besides, although Hc apparently decreases at thicker capped layer, no obvious 
variation of macroscopic switching field distribution (SFD/Hc) is observed. We 
separate intrinsic switching field distribution from intergranular interactions. The 
investigation of reduced intrinsic SFD/Hc and increased hysteresis loop slope at 
coercivity, suggests that improvement of absolute switching field distribution (SFD) 
is caused by both strong intergranular exchange coupling and uniform grain size. 
Micromagnetic simulation results further verify our conclusion that the capped layer 
in CGC media is not uniformly continuous but has some granular nature. However, 
grains in the CoCrPt(B) capped layer is not absolutely isolated, strong exchange 
coupling exists between grains. 
9.2 Possible improvements for future work 
    Based on systematically investigation of magnetization reversal of Co/Pd bit 
patterned media by both exeperimental and theoretical simulation in this work, 
several potential directions for future research are highlighted below: 
9.2.1 Multi-states bit patterned media 
    Bit patterned media, which may provide thermal stability at very modest 
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anisotropy values due to well lithography patterned ordered arrays. However, 
conventional bit patterned media still meet several serious challenges for mass 
product in hard disk drive industry. First of all, strong exchange coupling between 
closely arranged bits may lead to recording failure because the head pole 
(100~200nm) can no longer address exactly on individual predefined bits without 
overwriting adjacent bits. Secondly, track width is limited by head pole. Take 2013 
hard disk drive product in Seagate Technology for example, the track width is 65nm 
while the bit size is about 13nm. Low bit width-to-length ratio in bit patterned media 
(13nm:13nm in BPM compared to 65nm:13nm in conventional granular media for 
700Gbit/in2) will have severe implications for the requirements on the servo tracking 
system and may result in undesirably low data throughput rates. Last but not the least, 
with velocities of the write element relative to the media in the range 15 to 30 nm/ns, 
a 12 nm separation of the islands implies that the magnetic write field needs to be 
fully reversed in 0.8 to 1.7 ns. In itself this seems attainable, however small random 
variations in rotational speed of the disc, placement of the islands during disc 
manufacturing, and variability in magnetic properties of the patterned bits will 
introduce errors in the recording process, i.e. bits will be “missed”. Increasing the 
number of bits stored within each island in a multilevel storage is believed as an 
alternative approaches to increasing storage density without reducing the bit size. 
Storage schemes with different multi-state structures have been proposed using both 
in-plane and perpendicular anisotropy materials. Concept of three-dimensional (3D) 
magnetic memory is raised by stacking two decoupled layers with different coercivity 
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or different magnetization (in-plane or out-of-plane). However, the realization of 3D 
magnetic memory meets great challenge in achieving narrow switching field 
distribution due to compensated demagnetizing fields of different storage layers with 
increasing storage density. 
    Although a “multi-states bit for magnetic recording” consisting of closely 
lithography patterned islands is proposed and 6 magnetic states are predicted by 
simulation results, experiments are needed to confirm this proposal. Magnetization 
reversal of magnetic clusters consisting of three islands with size smaller than 10nm 
and separation also smaller than 10nm is expected to be investigated by MFM 
observations at different magnetic fields. Distinct switching fields for islands inside 
of a cluster is the premise for the further design and application of multi-states bit 
patterned media. 
9.2.2 Configurable Associative Memory 
  Magnetic islands with configurable domain structures show a huge potential in 
application of spintronic associative memory. Nowadays, further improvements in 
conventional chips technology based on complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor 
(CMOS) are limited by several issues including power consumption, energy 
dissipation, down-scaling of gate dimensions, etc. Nanomagnet logic (NML) elements 
which are reconfigurable at run-time shows potential advantages over the rigid 
architecture of the present hardware systems. It processes and propagates information 
(logic 1 and logic 0) through mutual interaction between neighboring nanoscale 
magnets, magnetic switching or domain wall motion which can be adjusted by an 
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external magnetic field or spin-polarized current. However, electron spins or 
magnetizations are usually less coherent than electron charges and accurately 
controlling spin has been a relatively more difficult task than transporting electrons 
for a long time. Simple and function-flexible logic structure is expected for the future 
nanomagnet logic. 
    Although associative memory combining the inherent advantages of a 
non-volatile output with flexible functionality which can be selected at run-time to 
operate as an AND, OR, NAND or NOR gate is successfully designed in this work, it 
just stay in the model level. Many effects should be considered in the fabrication of 
this associative memory, such as the thickness of the metallic layer or how to improve 
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